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This study investigates the visual language embodied in the idea of the void in the 
creation of works of visual art. Through the exploration of ancient Chinese ink 
painting such as literati painting and Chan (Zen) ink painting (Kao: 1992, Zong: 
1981), western geometrical abstract painting of the early twentieth century (Harrison 
and Wood: 1992, Malevich: 1968), and the abstract paintings of contemporary 
Taiwanese artists, such as Hsiao Chin, Liu Ku-Sung and Lo Jui-lin (Hsiao: 1991, Yip: 
1987) the research examines the representative meaning of the void and its visual 
characteristics in different eras and cultures.  
 
The energy of the void as it is manifest in various forms of art is explored in both 
theoretical and creative research. This study includes ancient Chinese ink painting 
that explored how the ideas of Taoist ch'i and the emptiness of Chan (Zen) were 
embodied in the expression of brushstroke, colour and space and brought a profound 
and simple visual language to Chinese art. The discussion illustrates how western 
geometrical abstract painting of the early twentieth century, especially Suprematism, 
constructed significant new forms that revolved around the idea of the void. A 
combination of eastern philosophy concerning the void and the expressive methods 
of western abstraction is embodied in contemporary Taiwanese art and has become 
the vehicle in the exploration of the self. This is also the main concern in my digital 
creations. 
 
My creative work introduces an artform of abstract sublimation. Its characteristics of 
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simplicity and tranquillity convey understanding gained from nature and cultural 
awareness. The void in my work is used to enhance the importance of introspection, 
combined with modern technology. Through the process of meditating in the medium 
of the computer, the artforms evoked by the void have produced a new visual 
language that presents an intuitive and spontaneous inner imagery. This work 
articulates a tranquil and harmonious aesthetic, related to a long visual tradition that 





From the tall building, I gaze at the horizon, thinking. 
Eyes reach their limit. Feelings go beyond sight. 
My head on a pillow, I see a thousand miles, 
glimpsing innumerable houses through the window. 
People walk slowly on long roads. 
Dim sun in the remote countryside. 
My melancholy reaches far beyond the creeks. 
Smoke appears, far off and lonely. 
You are so talented at writing poems 
but I, like a lowly official, just think of going home. 
My village can't be seen. 
Beyond the clouds is only void.  
                            (Wang Wei translated by Barnstone 57) 
 
 
When I read this poem Looking into the Distance and Missing My Home at West 
Building with Official Wu Lang, I identified immediately with its sentiments. For me, 
the poem describes awakenings that occur in solitude. In the interpretation of Tang 
poet Wang Wei (701-761), human perception and emotion transcend the physical 
world through the meditation of the void. Such a feeling of the void is tranquil and 
represents the poet’s utmost understanding of life through nature. In this meditative 
realm, his mind is purified and his creativity is in communion with the infinity of 
space. In my case, the sadness that I feel because I am away from my home and 
family becomes immersed in the void, and so therefore the sadness diminishes. The 
understanding that the sadness becomes located in the void creates a positive force 
that has helped me develop an open mind towards my art practice. 
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The intention of this thesis is to explore the representative meaning of the void and 
its visual characteristics in visual art through the study and comparison between 
historical and cultural aspects of ancient Chinese ink painting and western Non-
Objective art. This research illuminates my studio work The Silence of the Void, 
composed of digital drawings and presented in 2004 for the award of Doctor of 
Creative Arts. The exploration of the two aesthetic vocabularies of this cross-cultural 
survey shows how Taiwanese contemporary art embodies a cultural synthesis. 
Though produced in different historical/cultural contexts, such representations have 
great capacity to convey the innermost contemplation of the artist through an 
evocation of the void. 
 
Chapter One The Visual Language of the Void in the East establishes a necessary 
background for the discussion that follows. Through exploring how the cosmic 
aspects of Taoism and Chan Buddhism (Huang: 1987, Suzuki: 1994) affected the 
content of ancient Chinese ink painting and its visual expressions, such as form, 
colour and space (Kao: 1992, Zong: 1981), the visual language of the void is 
examined. Such representations of the void contained a process of artistic self-
introspection and showed the inner being by means of specific devices. The outcome 
of this discussion is used as the comparison with the exploration of the void in 
western art.  
 
Chapter Two The Visual Language of the Void in the West investigates the implication 
of the void in the evolution of western abstract art. Unlike in Chinese art, the idea of 
the void is not used for accomplishing the principle of philosophical thought. It 
emerged during the demolition of old traditions and the building of new artistic 
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values. In this chapter, the notions of the distortion of natural form within Cubism 
and Futurism (Harrison and Wood: 1992, Fry: 1996), and the abandonment of natural 
form within Non-Objective art (Ian: 1999, Malevich: 1968) will be the vehicles by 
which I illustrate the artistic value of the void in western art. The establishment of the 
aesthetic expression of the void will be demonstrated by examining the concepts of 
Suprematism (Malevich: 1968, Milner: 1996).      
  
Chapter Three The Evolution of the Visual Language of the Void - Case Studies in 
Taiwanese Contemporary Artists focuses on paintings by Taiwanese contemporary 
artists that relate to the contemplation of the void. Three artists, Hsiao Chin (b. 1935), 
Liu Kuo-sung (b. 1932) and Lo Jui-lin (b. 1971), representing the different 
generations and genders of Taiwanese contemporary artists, have been selected in 
order to explore the significant impact of western Non-Objective art on the aesthetic 
expression of the void in Chinese tradition. Through critical reviews (Hsiao: 1991, 
Yip: 1987) and interviewing them in 2002 it is clear that their work combines the 
creative concepts of both the East and the West, and embodies innovation and 
comprehension. For them, the contemplative states that they created within their 
practice not only extended their creative minds but also directed them to explore self-
identity. 
 
Chapter Four The Practice of the Void contextualizes the research presented in this 
thesis with the exhibition The Silence of the Void. My studio works attempt to express 
the theme of the void. The creative process involves meditation and maintaining the 
silence of the mind, and thus provides the inspiration for the creation of original 
works that represent self-nature. In this chapter, the fundamental thoughts behind the 
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void will be illustrated by the practices I have engaged in for the series; Book, Leaf’s 
Hole, Pleroma and Dakini. The interaction between the use of digital media and the 
human psyche (Arnheim: 1988, Moszynska: 1990, Suzuki: 1970) will become the 
essential criteria in concluding the artistic value of the void in my art. 
 
Finally, as a contemporary artist, the motivation that inspires my creative practice is 
to find an artistic imagery that represents the essence of humanity in the interwoven 
stream of traditional values, modern technology and cultural differences. In this 
thesis, the discussion of the aesthetic concept of the void provides an investigation 
and analysis in the exploration of the meaning of what I describe as ‘the inner 
imagery’. This research is significant because it introduces a new visual vocabulary 
of computer drawing that speaks of the simplicity and profundity of the inner self.  
The study establishes links, and extends the dialogue between eastern and western 














Chapter One    
The Visual Language of the Void in the East 
 
 
The idea of the void in Taoist thought means ‘the source of creation’ (Huang 1) and 
in Chan (Zen) thought represents the power of containing ‘the ten thousand things’ 
(Suzuki: 1994 110).  
 
Chinese art has been influenced by the philosophical concept of the cosmos of 
Taoism and Chan Buddhism and has developed the aesthetics of the void. This 
concept guided Chinese artists to produce works that go beyond the mere appearance 
of things, expressing great vitality through specific visual strategies. In this chapter 
the aesthetic concept of the void will be introduced through the example of ancient 
Chinese ink painting and this will provide the basis for exploring the context of my 
creative work. The first section shows how the implication of the void influenced 
ancient Chinese ink painting towards the development of abstraction. The second 
section describes how artists used their understanding of the void to develop a visual 
language that included the brushstroke, the use of Chinese ink and the use of space in 
order to represent the realm of the void in their paintings. Finally, the practice of the 
void in ancient Chan ink painting and how it manifests in their works will be 
described.  
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I. The Implication of the Void   
 
 
When Yuko painted bamboo, 
He saw bamboo, not himself. 
Nor was he simply unconscious of himself: 
Trance-like, he left his body. 
His body was transformed into bamboo, 
Creating inexhaustible freshness… 
(Su Dong-po qtd. in Hartz 101) 
 
This poem, written by Su Dong-po (1036-1101), the great poet and painter of the 
Sung period (960-1279), describes a way of executing paintings. It shows how the 
artist attempted to clear his mind and immerse himself in objects in order to obtain a 
union between object and self, which allowed creative inspiration to flow 
continuously. Such attitude of ‘from nothing to creation’ that Yuko demonstrated 
conveyed a positive force that the concepts of the void of Taoism and Chan 
Buddhism signified (Sullivan: 1973 249). For ancient Chinese painters, keeping a 
selfless1 attitude could be regarded as essential to the beginning of the creative work. 
This practice did not mean that the artist separated the ‘self’ from the objective world. 
Instead, because of the knowledge gained through Taoism and Chan the artist's world 
becomes one with nature and the universe. As seen in the painting's title, Seeking the 
Tao in the Autumn Mountains (Fig. 1), painting for the Chinese artist was usually 
regarded as a medium for exploring the truth of the universe and its aesthetic thought 
represented “a philosophical vision based on the concept of the Void (that is, empty 
incipience)” (Cheng and Tadjadod 23).  
                                                 
1 Selfless is this context means the concept of the self being removed from the conscious part of the 
mind. 
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Before discussing the effect of the concept of the void in ancient Chinese ink painting, 
it is necessary to understand that the origins of the concept derived from the 
cosmological concept of Taoism. Taoist thought was transformed from a philosophy 
to a religion and emerged in Chinese culture around 400 BC (Little 16). The 
expansion of its influence was in varied areas, such as political theory, medicine, 
painting, calligraphy and Chan Buddhism (11). Its cosmologic concept was mainly 
based on the philosophy of Tao (the Way) established by the father of Taoism, Lao 
Tzu (570-490), and conveyed the life essence of the universe. According to the 
description of Lao Tzu's Tao-Te Ching 道德經 , Tao is nothingness that is the 
beginning of all beings and represents the law of nature (Lao Tzu qtd. in Huang 2). 
 
The influence of Lao Tzu’s cosmological concept in the expression of Chinese 
ancient ink paintings had been documented by Chinese contemporary aesthetician, Ye 
Lang. In his book Modern Aesthetics System he pointed out that Tao was the union of 
wu 無  (non-being) and you 有  (being) and of xu 虛  (void) and shi 實  (solid). 
However, the infinite character of Tao cannot be embodied by the appearance of solid 
matter because of the limits of its own being, ie. all matter has a finite end. Therefore, 
in the painting, ancient Chinese artists generally did not emphasize the depiction of a 
realistic form, but attempted to depart from the limits of time and space and the 
description of this in order to grasp the spirit of Tao (141). In the influence of the 
nonbeing-being or void-solid concept of Tao the meaning of the image that represents 
nature in Chinese painting was usually considered abstract rather than realistic. The 
emphasis on ‘the image beyond the image’ therefore led ancient Chinese ink painting 
towards the development of a metaphysical abstraction.  
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The concept of metaphysical abstraction in Chinese aesthetics is called yijing 意境
(the spiritual realm), which was developed and established in Chinese aesthetics in 
the Tang dynasty (618-906). It was derived from the area of poetry and regarded as 
the highest of the three realms of poetry which included the objective realm, the 
subjective realm and the spiritual realm (Zhang 208). In Chinese traditional aesthetics, 
only through yijing could art convey the essence of the universe, the Way of life (Ye 
142). As the Chinese aesthetician Zong Bai-hua (1897-1986) described, yijing was a 
realm of spirituality, a joining of the subjective personal mood and the objective 
natural scene (Zong: 1981 14).  
 
The poet and painter of the Tang dynasty, Wang Wei2 (699-759), was well known for 
dealing with the yijing of the void of nature. In his landscape paintings the scene 
usually revealed a natural, unostentatious and tranquil atmosphere that provided “an 
evocative touch, a mood and a poetic quality” (Loehr 74). The winter scenery with a 
feeling of vast serenity was perhaps the most representative subject in his works. For 
example, in the painting of Snow Landscape (Fig. 2) the scenery of the countryside is 
characterized by “the complete lack of decorative mannerism” (Sullivan: 1965 42) 
revealing a peaceful and harmonious state of nature through open space. When 
viewing this scene, spectators would experience the freedom not only in their vision 
but also in their feelings and minds. The expression of the scene was not intended 
just to represent the landscape but to convey the deep understanding of the artist in 
                                                 
2 In the history of Chinese landscape painting Wang Wei was regarded as a symbolic figure of the 
tradition of literati painting.  
Literati painting (wenren hua 文人畫), a kind of Chinese painting usually painted by scholars who are 
not professional painters or craftsmen. It combines painting, poetry and calligraphy and relies on 
monochromatic or subdued colouring, subtle brushwork and abstraction of natural forms to convey 
highly personal views of nature to a small, intellectual audience (Grove art). 
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the phenomenon of the universe.  
 
Such intense awareness can also be found in the painting of Clearing after a Snowfall 
along the River (Fig. 3), possibly a seventeenth or eighteenth century copy 
considered close to the style of Wang Wei. In the painting, the scene of the leafless 
trees and rock covered by heavy snow reveals a state of stillness; however, there is to 
me an unceasing vitality accompanying the changes of seasons. The yijing of the void 
that the landscape painting displayed seemed to relate to the vitality of Tao, shown in 
a state of harmony and tranquility.   
 
In addition to conveying the vitality of the universe, the yijing of the void could also 
evoke the feeling of loneliness. Ye Lang asserts that the works of the ancient poet and 
painter usually expressed the profound feeling of inexplicable loneliness in which the 
artist suddenly lost himself. At the same time the artist could find a new self through 
the union of self and object (Ye 145). The method of using a vast scene without 
people to convey the inner feeling of the artist was a continual theme in Chinese 
painting and appeared in the works of different periods, such as Li Ch'eng's Mountain 
Peaks after a Snowfall of Five dynasties (909-960) (Fig. 4) and Hsu Tao-ning's 
Fishing on a Snow River of Northern Sung (960-1126) (Fig. 5). 
 
The philosophical implication of the void changed the way Chinese artists perceived 
the world. Even though the subject matter in the painting was associated with the 
imagery of reality, what the painters attempted to grasp was an inner spirit rather than 
an outer form. This was the attitude of pursuing the chen (reality/truthfulness) in 
order to maintain both spirit and substance in the painting (Munakata 12). Such an 
attitude has led Chinese painters to move from the creation of xishi 寫實 (the 
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depiction of likeness/reality) towards the creation of xieyi 寫意3 (the depiction of 
spirit and resonance). According to the founder of Taiwanese modern ink painting, 
Liu Kuo-sung (b.1932), the technique of xieyi 寫意 has to be practiced by the inner 
eye of the painter, rather than the physical eye. This expressive technique has not 
only shown the essential spirit of painting but has also played a crucial role in the 
evolution of the abstract concept of Chinese art. He also suggested that the position 
of xieyi 寫意 was parallel to the developments in western art as demonstrated by 
Cubism (c. 1900) which provided a transition from realism to abstraction (Liu 2002), 
and will be discussed in Chapter Two. 
 
The next section of this chapter will explore the effect of the concept of the void in 
the expression of the visual elements of ancient Chinese ink painting.  
 
II. The Visual Expression of the Void in Chinese Ink Painting 
 
Although in Chinese painting the concept of the void was built on the philosophical 
idea of religion, what it conveyed in the visual arts had to be known through aesthetic 
images (Suzuki: 1994 119). In such paintings, the elements of the brushstroke, the 
ink and space were used to demonstrate the unique visual language for the expression 
of the void. 
 
                                                 
3  Xieyi 寫意 , a technique name in Chinese painting, is contrast to xishi寫實  (the depiction of 
likeness/reality, realism). It stresses the importance of using succinct skill to depict and grasp the spirit 
and resonance of the object (Chinese Art Dictionary 70). 
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The Brushstroke  
 
The play of the brush must be dominated by the breath. 
When the breath exists, the vital energy exists.  
That is when the brush truly gives to the divine.   
(Shen Tsung- ch'ien qtd in Cheng 69) 
 
In ancient Chinese ink painting the brushstroke was generally considered as 
fundamental in bringing out the rhythm of ch'i 氣(life-breath). The idea of ch'i is 
derived from the philosophy of Tao and means the creative force which unifies the 
elements of yin and yang into a harmonious state in order to create ‘the ten thousand 
things’ (Huang 191). In Southern Qi (479-502), the Chinese art critic Hsieh Ho, 
established a set of rules for painting called the Six Principles of Hsieh Ho where he 
maintained that the first law in the representation of a painting was to show ch'i-yün 
sheng-tung 氣韻生動. This was translated into "reverberation of the life breath; that 
is, the creation of movement" by William Acker (qtd. in Sirén 5). According to Kao, 
Mu-sen in his book The Historical Theory of Chinese Painting, the meaning of Hsieh 
Ho's ch'i-yün sheng-tung based on the aesthetic concepts of different periods has 
different translations, for example, in the Tang Dynasty (618-906) it was described as 
“Resonance of the spirit; Movement of life”; in the Southern Sung (1127-1279) as “A 
vital tone and atmosphere”; and in the Ching Dynasty (1644-1911) as “Rhythmic 
vitality” (Kao 142-143). 
 
Although there were different nuances between the different periods, it was important 
that the brushstroke embodied the rhythm of ch'i (life-breath) which determined the 
vitality of painting. Such a demonstration of ch'i “cannot be achieved by physical 
movements of the fingers and hand, but only by the spirit entering into them” (Hartz 
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101). Through the process of blending dynamics with the spirit of the artist the visual 
meaning of the brushstroke was not merely a line but an artistic form containing "an 
engagement of the body, the mind, and the sensibilities" (Cheng 67). For example, in 
the painting of Li Po (Fig. 6) of the Southern Sung painter, Liang Kai (1182-1253), 
the subject matter was expressed through an extremely simple style of brushstroke 
resulting in a gentle and pure artistic form. According to Chang Chung-yuan in his 
book Creativity and Taoism such simplified stroke (jian pi 簡筆) produced by Liang 
Kai had successfully depicted “the great poet's personality” (214). Chang described 
the vital rhythm that Liang Kai's simplified stroke displayed: 
 
A slanting stroke for the eyelid; a dark dot for the brilliancy 
of the eyeball; a fine line for the pointed nose to convey the 
feeling of straightforwardness; a few waving strings for the 
whiskers to bring out the dignity of the venerable old 
gentleman; and some net-like lines for the hair knot, typical 
of the ancient scholar. All these simple strokes, added 
together, gave a lifelike picture of the genius of Li Po (214).  
 
From Chang's description we can see that the simplified stroke that Liang Kai 
interpreted had caught the spirit of ch'i that was to carry yin (form) and embrace yang 
(spirit). 
 
The development of the spirit of the Chinese brushstroke was discussed by the 
painter Shih Tao (1640-1707) of the Chin dynasty four hundred years after Liang Kai. 
In his essay Hua-yu-lu 畫語錄, the spirit of the brushstroke was expressed by the 
term ‘one line’, ‘one stroke’, ‘the single stroke’, or ‘primordial line’ (Loehr 302). 
Shih Tao described the meaning of ‘one stroke’ as the brushstroke “upon which I can 
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string the forms and the spirit of a landscape” (302). The process of executing ‘one 
stroke’ had to be “completed without any break in the flow of ideas and feeling” 
(Sullivan: 1962 21). For example, in the painting of Shih Tao’s Rock, Bamboo, 
Orchid (Fig. 7) the leaf of the orchid, the stalk of the bamboo and outline of the rock 
were all drawn from the beginning of a line until the end without any break. This way 
of executing the brushstroke implied that the energy that ‘one stroke’ contained had 
to be produced in a state of concentration, a mind of tranquillity and emptiness. The 
idea of emptiness “must extend it once the stroke has ended” (Cheng 69). 
 
Through the aesthetic concept of ‘the simplified stroke’ or ‘one stroke’, this 
discussion makes clears that the dynamic strength of the Chinese brushstroke created 
a visual language of the void that not only conveyed a vital quality of image but also 
brought out an independent temporal consciousness where every moment contained 
the movement of the brushstroke and the artist’s pulse. 
 
The Use of Chinese Ink  
 
The highest stage in the art of painting is the painting with 
water and ink (Wang Wei qtd. in Zong: 1995 53). 
 
The black of Chinese ink has been regarded as the primary colour in the creation of 
Chinese ink painting since ancient times. Like the form of the Chinese brushstroke, 
the blackness of the ink has a strong connection with the ideas of Taoism and Chan. 
The implication of black in Lao Tzu's cosmic concept is used to describe the 
mysterious and metaphysical realm of Tao (Huang 1). In Chan's aesthetics, ink-
monochrome painting represents simplicity that contains much that cannot be 
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expressed by showy colouring" (Hisanmatsu 31). Therefore, the philosophical 
implication of this lack of colour was seen as characteristic of Chinese ink painting 
and as a suitable visual element to express the metaphysical meaning of the void. The 
simplicity of the ink could provide a pure and intuitive creative space without 
interference from colours, and as Lao Tzu asserted, the five colours cause the human 
eye to grow blind (Huang 53) meaning that the use of more sensational stimulation 
such as bright colours hinders the attainment of spirit (Chiang Hsun 109).  
 
The sole use of black ink in Chinese ink painting began with the Tang literati painter 
Wang Wei who emphasized using “ink tone rather than outline and colour” (Sullivan: 
1965 43) to provide “the atmosphere and space and light, and therefore also time, and 
ultimately of impermanence” (Loehr 75) in paintings. Such an expressive use of the 
tonal qualities of ink can be seen in his Snow Landscape (Fig. 2). The process of 
abandoning colours was related to the fact that literati painters resisted rich and 
decorative colours used by professional painters and court painters in the late Tang 
Dynasty (Feng 81). At that time literati painters chose to discard the pursuit of a 
realistic style and turned to the exploration of the inner essence of art through a more 
introspective style using the medium of ink. Such an artistic style represented a 
simplicity, tranquility, gentleness, elegance, mildness and purity (Zhang 82). The 
unique characteristics of the ink was enthusiastically adopted by many later Chan 
artists, such as the Sung dynasty painters Liang Kai, Mu Ch'i and Yü Chien and the 
Chin dynasty painters Shih Tao and Chu Ta. Consequently, for Chan painters, 
keeping the Chan's spirit of simplicity was accomplished through the practice of 
working in the monochromatic qualities of ink (Fontein, Hickman XIX).  
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For the ancient Chinese ink painter, the blackness of the ink symbolized the energy of 
Tao, and could produce many colours by the variation of ink tones. According to the 
Tang critic Chang Yen-yuan's The Record of Famous Painters through the Age (847 
AD), the ink color possessed ‘Five Tints’4 (Chiang 90) which meant that the ink tone 
could be divided into many shades. Later, the concept of the ink tone achieved by 
combining ink and water was classified into Six Colours5 that included dry, diluted, 
white, wet, concentrated, and black (Feng 67). Those that referred to the dualistic 
idea of Taoist yin and yang were divided into two parallel groups forming three 
contrasting pairs: dry-wet, diluted-concentrated, and white-black (67). The Chin 
dynasty painter T'ang I-Fen (1778-1853) described it as, 
 
…among the six types of ink, the white and the black delimit 
the bright and dark in a landscape, the dry and the wet 
suggest the nuanced coloring and gracious freshness of a 
landscape, and the concentrated and the diluted emphasize 
distance and relief in a landscape. (qtd. in Cheng 83)  
 
Such variations produced by mixing simply ink with water could often be seen in 
literati and Chan (Zen) paintings. For instance, Wang Wei’s Snow Landscape (Fig. 2), 
Yü Chien’s Boats Returning from a Distance Shore (Fig. 8) or Liang Kai’s Splashed-
ink Immortal (Fig. 9). Moreover, literati and Chan painters also often used the ink in 
combination with some light colours to create humble, plain and simple colour tones 
in order to present the spiritual realm of self-introspection. For instance, Ma Yüan’s 
Scholar Viewing a Waterfall (Fig. 10) or Tang Yin’s Drinking Tea (Fig. 11). 
Consequently, the simple, objective, neutral and autonomous characteristics of the 
ink not only encouraged artists to explore the essence of art but also fully 
                                                 
4 Meaning many colours. 
5 Meaning six different types of ink. 
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demonstrated the Chinese philosophy of the void, that is ‘from nothing to creation’ 
(Huang 2). 
 
The ideas discussed in this section form the background to my desire to use the 
monochromatic qualities of ink to express the sense of void in my art work and will 
be discussed in the fourth chapter. 
 
The Use of Space  
 
There are painted landscapes that one travels across or 
contemplates; there are others in which one can take a stroll; 
and there are still others where one would like to stay or live. 
All these landscapes achieve the level of excellence.  
(Kuo Hsi qtd. in Cheng 92)  
 
In order to express the yijing 意境 of the painting, ancient Chinese painters created 
images of landscape that gave the sense of both traveling through and remaining in 
the space created by the painting. Based on this concept, ancient Chinese painters 
chose to use continuous perspective instead of a fixed viewpoint perspective to 
enable free space for meditation in the yijing. In painting the continuous perspective 
was composed by the different eye levels of the artist standing in different locations 
(Liu 200). This method is different to the fixed viewpoint perspective of western 
tradition which uses a single eye level in a fixed position to depict the scene (Fig. 12).  
 
The western tradition of perspective is founded in scientific, systematic and 
mathematical criteria in order to represent precisely the scene that our physical eyes 
perceive (Chilvers and Osborne 379), like viewing the scene through a camera. 
Through this method of drawing western painters could obtain stable lighting in order 
to illustrate the correct proportions and colours of objects (Zhang 326). This could 
correspond to the idea of the universe, as conceived by the ancient Greeks, that was 
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to grasp the reality of nature and to emphasize the mathematical harmony of the 
images (Zong 166).  
 
Such spatial ideas developing from the pursuit of the authenticity and perfection of 
things also reflected the importance of form that ancient western artists regarded in 
art. The Greek philosopher Aristotle stated, for example, that the beauty of the form 
was decided in an ordered, symmetrical and defined manner (Chen 134). Compared 
to Western thought, the spatial idea in Chinese perspective was influenced by the 
ideas of Taoism and Chan Buddhism and does not intend to show the scientific, 
logical and rational idea of form but to grasp the invisible and movable ch’i and 
resonance of objects and the infinity of the macrocosm. The freedom offered by this 
approach cannot be gained through the experience of the physical world but only 
through the mind.   
 
The continuous perspective composed by multiple eye levels, such as from above, 
from the front and from below, had been named san-yuan 三遠 (three distances) by 
Sung landscape painter Kuo Hsi (1020-1090). This method of perspective includes 
shen-yuan 深遠(deep distance), kao-yuan 高遠(elevated distance) and ping-yuan 平
遠 (flat distance) (Fig. 13) (93-95). He described the “three distances” as: 
 
Mountains have three distances. Viewing a mountain from 
below we perceive the “distance of height.” Viewing it from a 
point it front we perceive the “distance of depth.” Viewing 
from a near mountain the mountains afar we perceive the 
distance of evenness. …As to the depiction of human and 
other forms, height necessitates clear visibility, depth, fine 
delicate lines, whereas even distance calls for faintness. The 
first should not be short, the second not tall, the third not 
large. This is what is meant by “three distances.” (qtd. in 
Zong: 1995 45). 
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For example, in the Northern Sung painter Fan Kuan's Traveling among Streams and 
Mountains (Fig. 14) the deep distance is shown in the valley zone, the elevated 
distance is shown in the majestic and enormous mountain and the flat distance is 
shown in the gradation of the whole scene. The expression of ‘three distances’ was 
widely applied and became the main model used in the later landscape works, such as 
the Ch'ien Hsüan's Dwelling in the Mountains (Fig. 15) of the Yüan dynasty, the 
Sung Hsü's Mount Omei after a Snowfall (Fig. 16) of the Ming dynasty and the 
Hong-ren's The Coming of Autumn (Fig. 17) of the Chin dynasty.  
 
The virtual space constructed by scenes from different eye levels in a harmonious 
arrangement made the space of Chinese painting become a complete and independent 
visual spatial system, in which the different times and places can be linked together 
into one pictorial space without being bound within the limits of the physical world. 
At the same time, it led the spatial depth of pictorial space towards the development 
of flatness within the picture. This also implies that the idea of ‘reality’ that artists 
regarded in paintings was no longer accomplished by the manifestation of three-
dimensional space interpreting the appearance of the world but by the meditative 
space of the artist. Consequently, it could be said that the real space of a painting is 
the spiritual space of an artist. 
 
Furthermore, the flatness of the image created by using continuous perspective could 
be regarded as the manifestation of metaphysical ideas. It appeared not only in 
ancient Chinese painting but also in western modern art, such as the works of Cubism 
(Fig. 18). Cubist artists stressed that ‘reality’ should be obtained by intuitive creation 
not by mathematical and scientific creation (Gowing 81). This concept led artists to 
enter an introspective space separate from the three-dimensional space of reality. 
Although it demolished the realistic values of western tradition, it still followed the 
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pursuit of the metaphysical idea of ancient Greece. For example, Greek philosopher 
Plato (427-347 BC) in the story entitled The Allegory Of The Cave found in Book VII 
of his The Republic mentioned that prisoners chained in a cave were unable to turn 
their heads. All they could see was the wall of the cave. Due to a fire that was 
burning at the mouth of the cave, they could only see the objects and each other as 
distorted, flickering shadows on the cavern wall in front of them. Such prisoners 
would mistake appearance for reality. They would think the things they see on the 
wall (the shadows) were real; they would know nothing of the real causes of the 
shadows. Their view of reality was solely based upon this limited view of the cave, 
which was but a poor copy of the real world (Chen 30). In this fable, what Plato 
intended to convey is that the forms we sense in the material world are in fact an 
illusion; the real world is in the transcendence of sensations, in an ideal world of 
forms behind the material/shadow world, and can only grasped by our intellectual 
minds. 
 
The scholar of Zen philosophy, Masao Abe, in his book Zen and Western Thought 
pointed out the difference between the ultimate metaphysical idea between the 
western and eastern approach. The metaphysical dimension discussed by western 
philosophers, such as Plato, Aristotle or Kant, was resolved in the concepts based on 
the fundamental principle of Being (Sein) (Abe 100) which is “the ground of the 
existence of beings” (85). However, this is opposite to the idea of Non-
being/Nothingness (Nichts) in Taoism and Chan Buddhism that is regarded as the 
ground of the existence of beings (Huang 1). Therefore, in the interpretation of the 
metaphysical idea, the method of using continuous perspective by Chinese painters 
was to show the idea of Non-being. In contrast, by abandoning conventional 
perspective, the intention of Cubist painters was to verify the idea of Being. Such 
methods of using non representational forms to explore the meaning of existence had 
a strong influence on how later western artists dealt with metaphysical concerns and 
will be discussed in Chapter Two. 
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With reference to the above discussion, it is evident that the different cultural aspects 
determined the different attitudes of interpreting the metaphysical nothingness 
between eastern and western artists. Masao Abe has pointed out that in Chinese, 
‘Nothingness’ or ‘Non-being’ based on Chan thought has been defined as “absolute 
‘Nothingness’ which transcend both being and non-being” (86) and represents a 
positive principle. But in the West, ‘Non-being’ has not come to be regarded as “a 
basic principle of metaphysics” (91) as “it represents the negative and is derived 
through the negation of ‘being’ as the positive principle” (94). However, there are 
still some historical instances in which ‘Nothingness’ is understood as something 
positive. Such instances can be found in “Christian mysticism, particularly that 
current of mysticism which is known as via negative and Negative Theology and in 
the philosophies of Friederich Nietzsche and Martin Heidegger” (133).  
 
Consequently, the continuous perspective in both eastern and western art has played 
a significant role in the meaning of spiritual sublimation. In ancient Chinese 
paintings a spatial awareness produced the union of dualism (Being and Non-being) 
which is realized in terms of negativity (absolute Nothingness), and in Cubist 
paintings created in the confrontation of dualism (Being and Non-being) which is 
realized in terms of positivity (Being). 
 
In addition to the use of continuous perspective, the empty space within the 
composition was another way to express the infinity of spirituality. In ancient 
Chinese ink painting, empty space was applied not only in the space of a background 
but also in the representations of a cloud, water and air (Zhu 249). Whether 
understood as space or subject the idea of empty space was given a xu-shi (void-solid) 
aesthetic character. 
 
The use of empty space within the composition of ancient Chinese ink painting was 
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influenced by Taoist ch'i (life-breath) and focused on revealing a space of “spiritual 
breath coming and leaving without hindrance” (Chang 212). It was used to convey 
the sense of movement and energy around the figure. Such space was filled with air, 
spirit or vitality (Suzuki: 1994 109) and “links the visible world to an invisible 
world” (Cheng and Tadjadod 24). 
 
The zenith of the employment of empty space was in the Southern Sung period due 
to the prevalence of the poetic style of landscape painting (Jiang 87). In order to 
express the abstract realm of poetic feeling, Southern Sung literati painters usually 
left half or more than half of the space untouched (Zhang 117). For instance, in Hsia 
Kuei's Winter Landscape with Returning Farmer (Fig. 19) and Ma Yuan's (1190-1225) 
On a Mountain Path in Spring (Fig. 20) the pictorial spaces were created by using 
empty space to push the landscape to one side in order to reveal a spatial sense of 
“opening up a vista of limitless distance” (Sullivan: 1999 182). This method of using 
‘one side’ in the production of the image led them to be known as ‘Half side Hsia’ 
and ‘One corner Ma’ (Cheng 13). The result of using empty space in this way creates 
an atmosphere of poetic melancholy that was a projection of the artist's state of mind. 
Furthermore, the influence of Chan's concept directed the painters of Southern Sung 
to leave plenty of untouched space in a whole scene in order to transmit the tranquil 
and unlimited void of the universe, which can be seen in the painting of Ma Yuan's 
Fisherman on a River in Winter (Fig. 21).  
 
Consequently, through the characteristics embodied in the use of continuous 
perspective and of empty space, namely those of unbounded freedom and infinity, the 
spatial concept within Chinese painting conveyed spirituality.  
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In conclusion this discussion has shown that the visual language of the void could be 
evoked through the brushstroke, the use of Chinese ink and the use of space. These 
visual elements formed the embodiment of the energy within the void in Chinese ink 
painting. It is illustrated through the exploration of dynamic form, the self-sufficiency 
of Chinese ink and infinite space.  
 
Due to the influence of Chan thought, the visual language of the void was led 
towards the development of symbolism within religious philosophy. Following this 
visual analysis, the next section will discuss the implication of the image in Chan ink 
painting. 
 
III. The Practice of the Void in Chan (Zen) Ink Painting  
 
The word Chan comes from the Sanskrit dhyāna, usually translated as 'meditation' 
(Soothill and Hodous 459). The meaning of Chan, through the artistic form of Chan 
ink painting was that the concept of the void was associated with the meaning of 
inner contemplation. Based on the ideas of Chan, ancient Chan painters maintained 
the idea of 'non-discrimination' or 'no intent' to face the phenomenon of nature, and 
believed that everything in nature possessed the quality of Chan and could enlighten 
human beings (Kao 281). Therefore the subject matter of Chan ink painting consisted 
of commonplace things, such as human figures, landscapes, animals, plants, 
vegetables or fruits (Fig. 22-27). The emphasis on using the simplest things to obtain 
Chan awareness brought out characteristics of simplicity. The well-known Taiwanese 
Chan master Xiao Yun 曉雲 (b.1912) in her essay Chan Painting and Yuan-Lin 
Thought 禪畫與園林思想 suggested that the characteristics of Chan ink painting 
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contained plainness, the void and tranquillity (37). The Japanese philosopher, 
Shin'chi Hisamastsu, in his book Zen and the Fine Arts mentioned that Zen aesthetics 
were composed of the seven characteristics of asymmetry, simplicity, austere 
sublimity, naturalness, subtle profundity, freedom from attachment, and tranquillity 
(29). Although there is no absolute definition of Chan’s characteristic, these terms 
provide a reference to the aesthetics of the void in Chan ink painting. 
 
The messages that the image of Chan ink painting delivered are qualities of Chan 
enlightenment, not the self of transient beauty. As Chan doctrine stresses the 
importance of the enlightened mind “the pictures do not ‘spell out’ their messages by 
offering the observer a quantity of detailed information; instead, they require that the 
viewer constitute an image, with the help of visual clues provided by the artist out of 
what are often essentially amorphous materials” (Grove Art). Therefore, the visual 
image becomes the spiritual guidance to lead viewers to enter the realm of Chan 
practice and enlightenment. A well-known Tawianese Chan art scholar, Yong-meng 
Wu, through his long-term research arranged Chan painting into four features which 
included: 
1. The philosophical idea of Chan as the method of the 
practice and verification of Chan.  
2. Paintings done in the simplified stroke and more sketchy 
and spontaneous styles show a freed and unrestrained 
mind. 
3. The form usually jolts the viewer out of comfortable 
habits of apprehending his world in order to show the 
realm of enlightenment. 
4. There is Chan in painting, there is painting in Chan (hua 
zhong you chan, chan zhong you hua 畫中有禪,禪中有畫) 
(Wu 260). 
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For example, in the painting of Shih Ke's Two Minds in Harmony (Fig. 22) the image 
shows a master who represents the Buddha wisdom leaning comfortably upon the 
back of a ferocious tiger, representing human desire. This image attempts to convey 
an awareness of Chan’s emptiness (see Appendix I). The experience of the void as the 
dynamic expression of the simplified brushstroke shown in the Chan master's robe 
was fast and direct. In order to show the subtle profundity of his awareness, the 
subject matter was defined by “a few key points, leaving the rest ambiguous, 
suggestive rather than descriptive” (Cahill: 1960 98). Such emphasis on using a hint 
of Chan to enlighten the human mind in the representation of subject matter is also 
seen in Chu Ta's Four Plant Studies on Album Leaves: Lotus Couple (Fig. 23). In the 
painting, the flower was drawn with only four petals, which did not conform to the 
five petals in traditional Chinese Buddhist painting (Tan 71). One petal is omitted. 
Consequently, the viewer has to demonstrate his/her understanding by completing the 
image of the flower in his/her mind.  
 
    Buddha Held up a Flower  
One day, the Buddha was giving a talk to a great 
assembly of monks, nuns and laypeople. At one point, he 
held up a flower, displayed it to the crowd and remained 
silent. Only Mahakasyapa, one of his monk disciples, 
understood his meaning and smiled. The Buddha smiled 
back (Batchelor 20).   
 
Chu Ta's flower is associated with the flower that Buddha held up, which was 
intended to convey the realm of direct awareness that cannot be described by words 
in Chan. In this experience, the artistic form of the subject matter was seen as not 
merely the representation of nature but also a work of nature.  
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The direct experience of Chan in painting was revealed not only in the visual 
expression of subject matter but also in the visual location of subject matter displayed 
within the picture plane. In ancient Chan ink painting the main focus of attention was 
often isolated within the composition. For example, the subject matter was placed in 
the centre part of the painting and surrounded by the background of empty space. 
Such compositions appeared in the great ancient Chan ink painters' works, such as Yu 
Chien's Mountain Village in Clearing Mist (Fig. 24) and Chu Ta's Four Plant Studies 
on Album Leaves: Lotus Couple (Fig. 23) and Bird (Fig. 25). In these paintings the 
focus of the image could be regarded as the representation of the aesthetic attention 
of the ‘nondiscursive’ (Maquet 52). The visual experience of this concentration of the 
subject is parallel to the sudden experience of awareness obtained through meditation 
(Suzuki: 1994 42) and conveys the realm of the enlightenment that was achieved 
through the hollow-heartedness6 of Chan (110).  
 
In this realm, the meaning of empty space within the painting is representative of the 
integrity of the universe (Kao 288). This differs from ancient literati painting where 
empty space is used to convey an abstract atmosphere to the pictorial scene that can 
be seen in the paintings of Wang Wei's three sections of Clearing after a Snowfall 
along the River (Fig. 3) and Ma Yuan's Fisherman on a River in Winter (Fig. 21).  
 
In addition to the visual experience, the characteristic of Chan's subject matter is also 
associated with the artist's life experience. For example, in Chu Ta's paintings (Figs. 
25-27) the forms of the animals are drawn using a “careless and slapdash” (Sullivan: 
1999 255) brushstroke style revealing a character of aloofness, solitude and self-
                                                 
6 空其心; referring to the Chan Buddhist idea of a clear mind, free from worldly desires. 
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satisfaction that is endowed with “human attributes” (Cahill: 1960 175). The unique 
character of the animal is associated with the Chu Ta a descendant of the imperial 
Ming family who became a monk after the fall of that dynasty. According to James 
Cahill in his book Chinese Painting, Chu Ta chose to isolate himself from the outside 
world and kept silent for a number of years. During that time, he attempted to relieve 
himself from the effects of depression. He laughed, cried, gesticulated, drank wine, 
wrote and painted, but never spoke (175). His animal paintings often represented his 
own character which reflected the liberation from the condition of constraint and 
repression. The yearning for spiritual liberation could be seen in the position of the 
animals' eyes, such as an upward glance of the open eyes, or the contemplation of 
closed eyes. The shape of the eye is square or lozenge-shaped and is without colour, 
which is called ‘white eye’ in the Chinese aesthetic idiom and suggested ignorance 
and indifference. It could also reveal a vigorous spirit (Yang 199). In Chu Ta's 
painting the subject matter conveys the consciousness of the void through all these 
devices. The meditative act of painting meant that the aesthetic meaning of ink 
painting was no longer just in the representation of artistic form but also in the 
spiritually realized symbol.  
 
To summarize the above discussion, the visual experience of the void depicted in 
Chan ink painting was direct and suggestive, whereas literati ink painting was 
influenced by the Taoist xu-shi (void-solid) and was indirect and romantic. The 
differences can also be demonstrated by the symbolic icons of Chan Buddhism and 
Taoism that represent the universe. The symbol of the empty circle (Fig. 28) of Chan 
signifies absolute oneness, and the symbol of yin-yang of Taoism (Fig. 29) represents 
dualistic oneness. Nevertheless, the universal notion of oneness behind the icons of 
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Chan or Taoism is manifest through the artist's experience and practice either in Chan 
or Taoism. It is also through their respective philosophies that the development of a 
spiritually visual language of self-purification is demonstrated in Chinese painting. 
 
The next chapter will discuss the meaning of the void in the western tradition of 
abstraction and will be related to the use of form and space in my own art practice. 
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Chapter Two 




Chapter two will explore how the idea of the void was used in western art, 
particularly by artists during the period 1910-1920. In the previous chapter I 
discussed the idea of the void being the vehicle by which creativity occurs. This 
chapter will focus on the influence of the idea of the void in the development of 
abstract art. The first part of the chapter will describe the origin of the void in Non-
Objective art produced by the Cubists and Futurists. A brief introduction of the 
motivation behind the production of Non-Objective art will be used to elucidate the 
visual meaning of the void within the aesthetics of western art. Finally, the practice of 
the void as used in the geometric abstraction of Suprematism (1915-1935) will be 
discussed. 
 
I. The Origin of the Void  
 
At the beginning of the twentieth century the scientific and technological advances in 
the western world provided the environment for artists to question traditional art 
practices and new forms of art were explored. Instead of representing nature in a 
descriptive manner artists began to interpret nature in more creative ways. Because of 
the exploration of the physical sciences, the notions of “a finite world” or “the 
permanence of matter” no longer existed in the physical world. This changing view 
implied that the perception of the physical world had removed the idea of “objects” 
and had been replaced by the idea of “events” (Sullivan:1973 248). The impact of the 
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change of the physical world unquestionably brought a new way of seeing the world 
to Western thinking and encouraged artists to depart from the surface idea of reality 
towards more introspection. 
 
Many new artists around 1910 tended to use the method of restructuring and 
distorting the scene of the physical world to explore a different form of reality in 
paintings. Cubism was the first art movement to use the notion of geometry to 
express new ideas in art. Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) and Georges Braque (1882-1963) 
who are the artists most representative of Cubism, claimed that their aim was to 
“restructure representation through a redefinition of realism, to show the solid reality 
of objects, not merely appearance” (Greenhalgh 97). Braque in his Personal 
Statement of 1908-9 stated that “Nature is a mere pretext for decorative composition, 
plus sentiment. It suggests emotion, and I translate that emotion into art” (qtd. in Fry 
53). By 1923 Picasso, in Picasso Speaks, also pointed out that the difference between 
naturalism and modern painting was that “Nature and art, being two different things, 
cannot be the same thing. Through art we express our conception of what nature is 
not” (Picasso 211). Their ideas explicitly indicated that the expression of pictorial 
imagery did not rely on the reality of sight but in the reality of insight. Therefore, the 
visual concept of restructuring and distortion became a primary way of distinguishing 
art from nature and of entering a new kind of reality, one that is more creative than 
descriptive. 
 
The use of geometric forms in the creation of pictorial images demonstrated a 
departure from traditional values that sought a more descriptive realism and had 
particular implications. Daniel-Henri Kahnweiler (1884-1976) in his essay The Rise 
of Cubism wrote, “In architecture and applied arts, cubes, spheres and cylinders are 
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the permanent basic forms. They do not exist in the natural world, nor do straight 
lines. But they are deeply rooted in man; they are the necessary condition for all 
objective perception” (Kahnweiler 208). Furthermore, the non-representational 
characteristics of geometrical forms provided the solid structure; on this structure 
artists build the products of their imagination which are composed of stimuli on the 
retina and memory images (208). For Cubists, the universal and impersonal nature of 
the geometrical forms that they used in the composition of their paintings represented 
a new method of artistic creation that required a more intuitive approach.  
 
In Picasso's Portrait of Daniel-Henry Kahweiler (Fig. 18), the painting consists of 
geometrical forms arranged in a linear structure of horizontal, vertical and diagonal 
planes. The use of geometric forms had turned a realistic figure into an abstract 
image. Even though the contours of the nose, eyes, chin and hands can be identified, 
what the imagery intended to present in the painting was no longer about the 
conventional rendering of an object or idea, but about the essence of the individual, 
of form itself. Furthermore, the reduction of the realistic appearance of the object was 
also reflected in the employment of colour. In Portrait of Daniel-Henry Kahweiler 
colours were painted in muted browns and warm grays resulting in a monochromic 
effect which was characteristic of Cubism in its analytical phase (1909-1911). The 
idea was to avoid the use of complex colours because, according to Braque, “colour 
disturbed the space in our paintings” (qtd. in Chilvers 149). The Cubists' intention in 
their artistic expressions was therefore similar to the idea of the xieyi (sketching the 
spiritual realm) of Chinese painting and was to search for a more spiritual, 
metaphysical realm by breaking the confinement of realistic imagery. 
 
With regards to the depiction of space, Picasso, influenced by Cezanne and African 
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art, created a multiplicity of viewpoints which departed from the traditional Western 
single viewpoint perspective and allowed viewers to see objects from all sides at 
once. The technique of creating simultaneous viewpoints not only extended the 
possibility of physical space, but also brought the notion of time, the fourth 
dimension, into space. Every moment of time was simultaneously assembled into one 
pictorial space through multiple viewpoints. Guillaume Apollinaire in his The New 
Painting: Art Notes of 1912 asserted that Cubist pictorial space was the embodiment 
of the fourth dimensional space which gave the geometrical forms plasticity in the 
representation of works (181).  
 
The different approach to the treatment of space within Cubist works led towards the 
valuing of the flat surface quality of the painting. Furthermore, it was this flatness 
that allowed the viewer to experience space and time in a more temporal way. The 
idea of the temporal space that Cubism used can be considered as visualizing objects 
in a ‘higher consciousness’ (Henderson 373).  Therefore, the intention of building a 
flat quality to the image in Cubist art was similar to the spatial function within 
Chinese painting as discussed in the first chapter, which was to provide a mental 
experience. For viewers, the spatial concept of cubism not only freed their eyes from 
the habit of perceiving objects but also led them towards a new experience of reality. 
 
The concept of simultaneity as discussed above in Cubism had a great impact on 
contemporaneous art groups. Futurism was the first to develop the concept of the 
dynamics of the machine within its exploration of spatial elements. It was the first to 
create new values within art by involving Cubist forms within the circumstance of 
urban modernity. Futurism was an Italian art movement instigated by the poet Filippo 
Tommaso Marinetti (1876-1944) in 1909, and included: Giacomo Balla (1871-1958), 
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Umberto Boccioni (1882-1916) and Gino Severini (1883-1966). The concept of 
space within Futurist paintings was based on the idea of the continuity of speed and 
represented a temporal space that extended the simultaneity of Cubist space and 
involved more dynamic and symbolic meaning. The implication of the space, 
according to Marinetti in the manifesto of Futurism, was to convey the beauty of 
speed which is the new beauty of the world (Marinetti 147).  
 
Like the Cubists, Futurists insisted on using the objects of the real world as a vehicle 
for exploring the space of the inner world. They attempted to depict the continuous 
movement of gestures in order to create a dynamic sensation within the pictorial 
space. For example, in Balla's Swifts: Paths of Movement+Dynamic Sequences (Fig. 
30) the rapid flight of birds was animated by the structure of the linear composition. 
Its curving geometric forms were based on the continuity of dynamic forms 
producing a fluid and regular rhythm in the pictorial space. Unlike Balla' work, 
Severini's Blue Dancer (Fig. 31) used the Cubist technique of breaking up the object 
and unfolding the parts of the object on the flat surface. The fragments of the 
geometric forms following the different angles of the dancer's movement depicted the 
harmonious tempo and joyful feeling of the dancer. The dynamic forms, produced 
through the different angles create movement, and can be compared to the Chinese 
brushstrokes that attempted to capture the rhythm of vitality. According to Boccioni, 
the imagery of Futurist paintings was considered to be representative of four-
dimensional form, and gave continuity to space (qtd. in Henderson 111). 
 
The techniques that the Cubists and Futurists employed were all intended to obtain 
effects that would free them from the illusion of the surface world, logical thinking 
and conventional values. By breaking up and restructuring the objects of the physical 
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world, the representation of their imagery had provoked the mind of the viewer to 
discover another reality. The implications of eliminating the real form, the use of 
multi-viewpoint perspective, and the transformation of the flat surface to a fluid 
moment all indicates the liberation from the bond of western traditions. From my 
Eastern viewpoint, these expressions are very similar to the way of xu-shi (void-solid) 
in Chinese aesthetics that uses the infinity of xu (void) to create the vitality of visual 
elements and contemplative space in paintings. Therefore, I argue that the idea of the 
void became an important motivating factor in their creative practice. The plastic 
values became a positive force towards redefining artistic values and a vehicle 
towards attaining the metaphysical spirit of art. The essential characteristic of the 
void thereby affected the development of the artistic forms manifest in Cubism and 
Futurism and led towards the abstraction that was characterized by analytical, 
geometrical, structural and dynamic forms that became the catalyst in forming the 
concept of Non-Objective art.  
 
II. The Meaning of the Void in Non-Objective Art 
 
The term ‘Non-Objective art’ refers to paintings and sculptures where the subject 
matter is “intended to be completely non-representational, rather than derived from 
appearances in the world around us; most commonly it is applied to severely 
geometrical works” (Chilvers 447). The imagery of Non-Objective art emerged in 
western art practice around 1914. The term was first used in 1915 by Kazimir 
Malevich (1878-1935) in his manifesto From Cubism and Futurism to Suprematism 
in which he announced: “I transformed myself in the zero of form and emerged from 
nothing to creation, that is to Suprematism, to the new realism in painting - to non-
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objective creation” (Malevich: 1968 37). By 1918 this term was utilized by 
Alexander Rodchenko (1891-1956) who used it in the title of his paintings, such as 
Non-Objective painting: Black on Black (Chilvers 447).  
 
There were many artists from different groups who participated in the creation of 
Non-Objective art during that period besides Suprematism's Kazimir Malevich, 
Constructiveism's Alexander Rodchenko; for example, other Constructivists such as 
Olga Rozanova (1886-1918), Lyubov Popova (1889-1924), Vavara Stepanova (1894-
1958), El Lissitzky (1890-1941), and Neo-plasticism's Piet Mondrian (1872-1944) 
and Theo van Doesburg (1883-1931). For them, a true reality within their works was 
attained not by interpreting the forms of Nature, but in discarding the forms of Nature. 
As Mondrian pointed out, “Cubism did not accept the logical consequences of its 
own discoveries; it was not developing abstraction toward its ultimate goal, the 
expression of pure reality” (qtd. in Elgar 10). Malevich also mentioned that Futurist 
art had achieved only the dynamic of things in building a new world of objects 
because their form still stayed in the bounds of "the academism of form" (Malevich: 
1968 35).  
 
The use of geometric forms in the production of Non-Objective artworks was 
reduced to the essential elements of line, plane, form and colour. The belief that these 
essential elements represented a universal law and were autonomous and self-
sufficient meant that artists valued a more intuitive approach towards the production 
of their images. As Olga Rosanova in her 1913 essay, The Bases of the New Creation 
and the Reasons. Why it is Mistunderstood, stated, "Only the Intuitive Principle 
introduces us to the World" (103). The contribution of the concept of Non-Objective 
art was also mentioned in Vavara Stepanova's 1919-21 essay Nonobjective Creation. 
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She wrote that in painting, the creation of non-objective images had brought out two 
aspects: 
…the first is a spiritual one - the struggle against subject and 
“figurativeness” and for free creation and the proclamation of 
creativity and invention; the second aspect is the deepening of 
the professional demands of painting. (141).  
 
Moreover, the new visual language established in social and political turbulence had 
a significant influence to the applied arts in Europe and Russia. For example, the 
structural concepts of Suprematism were applied in architecture design and product 
design (Figs. 32-33) and the compositions of form and colour of the Constructivist 
and Neo-plasticist artists were applied in surface pattern design and graphic design 
(Figs. 34-35). Nevertheless, even in those applied arts, the abstract geometric forms 
did not only intend to serve a decorative function but, as Sophie Taeuber-Arp (1889-
1943) asserted, they tried “to approach the unfathomable and eternal values above 
mankind” (qtd. in Chadwick 253).  
 
The influence of Non-Objective art had brought a new way of perceiving the world to 
different groups of artists and encouraged them to develop new means of artistic 
expression from a totally new beginning. The new artistic form that was the outcome 
of Non-Objective art within western art can be regarded as the embodiment of the 
void, and can be associated with the influences of scientific innovation and cultural 
reformation. It is certainly different from eastern art where the idea of the void is 
embodied in religious beliefs. In western paintings it was revealed in the exploration 
of the forms rather than as a metaphor of the religious philosophy. However, for both 
creative practices the idea of the void acts as a positive and progressive force in the 
expression of art. 
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In the next section, the artworks representative of Suprematism will be used to 
demonstrate how the concept of the void was manifest in painting. 
 
III. The Practice of the Void in Suprematism  
 
Suprematism7, the Russian abstract art movement, was launched in 1915 by Kazimir 
Malevich when he published the manifesto, From Cubism and Futurism to 
Suprematism in art, to New Realism in Painting, to Absolute Creation, in 0.10: The 
Last Futurist Exhibition in St. Petersburg. Suprematists rejected the idea of 
“representing the visible world in favour of non-objective abstraction in which the 
artwork stood only for itself” (Greenhalgh and Duro 280). Stylistically, Suprematism 
used only simple geometric shapes, such as the square, rectangle, circle and cross, 
painted with a narrow range of colours on white backgrounds to construct a new 
visual language in painting. Malevich in his essay On New Systems in Art pointed out 
that the beauty of nature was created by the phenomenon of nature itself, and that the 
challenge for the artist is to create on the canvas a “world of his intuition…where he 
regulates the flowing forces of colour and painterly energy in various forms, lines, 
and surfaces” (Malevich: 1968 85). Thus, it was the new visual language used 
intuitively by the artist that enabled new creative images to be constructed. 
 
The fundamental concept behind Suprematism was the idea of ‘from nothing to 
creation’ (37), and it is this that is crucial to our understanding of the concept of the 
void in Suprematism. Thus, in order to understand the concept of the void in 
                                                 
7 The French word of suprématie derived from the Latin supremus means "excellence, mastery, 
precedence and is widely used to indicate a higher degree in relation to some other phenomenon" 
(Zhadova 122). 
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Suprematism, the implications of the form and space of Suprematist painting will be 
discussed. 
 
The implication of Black Square   
 
The emergence of the form of the black square was in the backdrop of the Futurist 
opera Victory over the Sun performed in St. Petersburg in 1913. The designs of the 
backdrops made by Malevich were all based on the geometrical forms within the 
frame of a square (Fig. 36). The meaning behind the backdrop designs referred to the 
content of the opera that was to convey “a celebration of the dawn of the new 
electromechanical age” (Miliner 90). El Lissitzky in his 1923 analysis noted, “the sun 
as the expression of old world energy is torn down from the heavens by modern man, 
who by virtue of his technological superiority creates his own energy source” (qtd. in 
Hunter). Furthermore, in the Russian context, Victory over the Sun implies the search 
for “a new concept of time which the sun did not dominate” (Milner 90). This new 
concept is “amidst the vast continuities of time and space” (90). With these 
understandings, it is clear that in this opera the designs of geometrical forms 
represented the pursuit of innovation and was reinforced by Malevich who wrote to 
the composer, Mikhail Matiushin (1861-1934) asserting that “the decoration shows a 
black square, the embryo of all possibilities…” (qtd. in Milner 98). 
 
In 1915, the painting, Black Square (Fig. 37) was officially shown in the exhibition 
of Last Futurist Exhibition of Painting 0.10 8(Zero-Ten) and represented the first step 
                                                 
8 In the title of the exhibition, '0' meant "the end of the old forms of art and the beginning of the new" 
and '10' stood for the original number of participants included Boguslavskaya, Klyun, Malevich, 
Menkov, Pestel, Popova, Puni, Pozanova, Talin and Udaltsova  (Zhadova 123). 
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towards the realization of Suprematism as an art movement. At that time it received 
many negative responses from art critics, such as a ‘dead square’, ‘a void’, ‘the 
embodiment of emptiness’ or an attempt to abandon cultural and aesthetic values 
(Zhadova 43). Alexander Benois (1870-1960), the leader of World of Art Group, also 
described Black Square “as the greatest by far among the fairground tricks of instant 
culture” (qtd. in Zhadova 43). Nevertheless, for Malevich and the adherents of 
Suprematism the 'zero' of form that the Black Square conveyed did not intend to 
show a decadent expression of nihilism but to “set everything back to zero” (Zhadova 
123) in order to provide an opportunity for artists to free themselves from the yoke of 
tradition and build a new art that belonged to the present as well as the future.  
 
The simplicity of Suprematist form that the concept of ‘zero’ facilitated was defined 
as the fifth measurement (Economy) in the manifesto of Malevich’s 1919 Resolution 
»A« In Art (Malevich: 1968 117). Malevich asserted that “All creative discoveries, 
their building, construction and system should be developed on the basis of the fifth 
measurement” (117). He further suggested that Suprematist form could serve as the 
mode for a future technology, wherein machines “will be one whole without any 
fastening” (124). The idea of economy demonstrated in Suprematist form implies a 
tendency towards a new cultural order, and today we see how this is manifest in the 
contemporary world; for example, the evolution of computer technology is 
continually seeking the product that is as complex in potential but as economical in 
form.  
 
The implication of social and technological progress suggests that the economic 
image of Black Square was “infinitely prolific as a generating force” (Milner 127) 
similar to the void of Tao: that is, ‘Tao gives birth to one, one gives birth to two and 
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two give birth to three and three give birth to infinity’ (Huang 191). It represented not 
merely the most fundamental expression of all form but the most lucid means of 
expressing the economic principle which governs the generation and interactions of 
such form. The generative character of Black Square was later described by Malevich 
“as moving to form other shapes – rotating to form a circle or moving over the flat 
picture surface to form a cross” (qtd. in Mliner 129) (Figs. 38-39). This was also 
associated with the notion of the world articulated by Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-
1860). For example, for Shopenhauer, the world consisted of will that engaged in the 
endless process of ‘becoming’; therefore, the world was will, a representation of will 
(Tanner 12-13). Although there is no concrete evidence to show that Malevich had 
read Schopenhauer before 1920, Shopenhauer’s works had been translated into 
Russian and were widely discussed in avant-garde circles at that time (Crowther 81). 
Therefore, it could be argued that the energy that is manifest in Malevich’s Black 
Square represents the visualization of the world of ‘will’ articulated Shopenhauer. 
 
In addition, the spirituality that the invisible force emits within the painting of Black 
Square relates to the eternal values of Russian icon painting. Malevich once said that 
learning the art of icon paintings had made him understand that art was neither about 
the problem of studying anatomy or perspective, nor the problem of presenting a true 
nature. The core issue was that an artist should have an intuitive talent for art and a 
capability in experiencing art (Zeng 32). In his essay Suprematism, he emphasized 
the importance of conveying “an art of pure sensations” (Malevich: 1978 144-145) 
and asserted that in Black Square “the white field is not a field framing the black 
square, but only the sensation of desert, of non-existence, in which the square form 
appears as the first non-objective element of sensation” (146). The aesthetic notion of 
the sensation emitted by the simple, neutral and impersonal features of the 
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geometrical form seems to facilitate the viewer to experience the inherent spirituality 
in art spontaneously. With such ideas Malevich transformed the experiential attitude 
of religion into a mode of expression within paintings. The spiritual implication can 
also be seen in the composition of Black Square. According to the psychologist 
Rudolf Arnheim (b. 1904), the symmetrical shape of the square represents a timeless 
state and stability (Arnheim: 1988 97), and the central position of the painting 
conveys “the divine or some other exalted power” (109). Compared to the Russian 
icon painting entitled The Kazan Mother of God (Fig. 40), the square shape and 
format in Malevich's Black Square demonstrates a sensation similar to the divinity 
and saintliness to that achieved in religious art. Such references to the experiential 
function of religion can be associated with Chan ink painting. Although the 
innovative meaning behind the black square is different from the contemplative 
meaning of the artistic form in Chan ink painting referred to in Figure 41, both used 
minimal elements to convey a spiritual realm of the void. 
 
The influence of Russian icon painting is revealed not only in the expression of form 
but also in the way the painting was displayed. In the 0.10 Exhibition, Black Square 
was quietly hung at a corner of the room (Fig. 42). Such a corner installation was 
derived from the idea of the Russian ‘beautiful corner’ that was located at the inner 
right-hand corner of the traditional Russian home where a holy icon was displayed 
(Nodelman 57). It is obvious that Malevich adopted this way of displaying works and 
positioned Black Square as a projection of spirituality in the museum. The Black 
Square dominates the other thirty-eight paintings in the room, which were placed in a 
vertical alignment on two sides of the walls, that extended from the central Black 
Square. The method of expanding the display of images from the centre as 
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demonstrated in the 0.10 Exhibition paralleled the invisible power of the traditional 
Russian icon painting which had an internal strength that radiated all around. G.W.F. 
Hegel (1770-1831) asserted that “the highest function for art, as for philosophy and 
religion, was to express the Divine, or Absolute Spirit” (Moszynska 46). Therefore, it 
could be argued that the intention of Malevich to display the works in such a manner 
was to convey the idea of placing art in a position of worship.  
 
The Spatial Concept in Suprematist Paintings 
 
Unlike traditional paintings, viewing Suprematist paintings was like the visual 
experience of looking from the sky down to the ground or looking up towards the sky 
from the ground. Everything on the ground or in the sky gives the visual appearance 
of flatness. Peter Conrad in his book Modern Times, Modern Places mentioned that 
the aerial perspective provided western artists with a new way of viewing the world 
in the early twentieth century. He also used the vertical view of the photograph 
shown in Figure 43 to indicate that the innovation of aircraft technology had brought 
the artist's vision away from the linear perspective of the Renaissance (100-101). By 
1920, Malevich in his essay Suprematism. 34 Drawings used the terms of ‘satellite’ 
and ‘planet’ to describe the way that the no-gravity forms of Suprematism float in a 
cosmic space (Fig. 44) (Malevich: 1968 124). Such space beyond the cognitive limits 
that define earthbound existence makes the geometrical forms within Suprematism a 
metaphor for “spiritual flotation” (Danto 2). The implication of aerial perspective in 
Suprematism could be regarded as the notion of non-perspective, a radical practice of 
the void idea. It had taken the multi-viewpoints perspective of Cubism into a new 
realm. In 1921, Malevich told his fellow ‘art workers’ that “their obligation was to 
uproot consciousness, to launch it for flight” (qtd. in Conrad 103). 
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Besides aerial perspective, Larissa A. Zhadova in her book Malevich used the idea of 
a pyramid structure to describe the perspective of Suprematist painting (337). The 
example shown in Figure 45 indicates that the position of the central black square 
could be read either as foreground or background depending on the moving direction 
of the tip of the visual pyramid. This visual perception of the movement of the tip 
could extend the limitation of the two-dimensional space (Fig. 46) in order to create 
the sense of infinity and is reinforced by El Lissitsky writing in 1924 that, 
“Suprematism has advanced the ultimate tip of the visual pyramid of perspective into 
infinity” (qtd. in Larissa 48).  
 
Furthermore, the spatial concept of infinity could be conveyed by the white 
background in Malevich’s paintings. He thought that blue cannot show the idea of the 
infinite but “infinite white allows the optical beam to pass without encountering 
limit” (Malevich: 1968 125). The white was used as the expression of energy in 
Suprematism (125). The function of the white background as used by Malevich is 
similar to the empty space of Chan painting discussed in Chapter One. For example, 
in Mu Chi's The Evening Bell of a Temple in Fog (Fig. 47) of the thirteenth century 
and Malevich's Suprematist paintings (Fig. 42) of 1915, their backgrounds were 
intended to convey not only tangible forms but also an intangible spirituality. The 
visual effect of the use of empty space and a white background reveal the expansion 
of the space in two dimensions, and the mystic atmosphere of the universe. By 1918, 
in the painting of Suprematist Composition: White on White (Fig. 48), Malevich had 
extended the form of the square to new extremes. He used white not only in the 
background but also in the square. The slanted square immersed in the infinite 
cosmos conveyed a state of nirvana that represented “the ultimate statement of 
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Suprematist consciousness” (Scharf 140). The utilizing of white in his paintings 
seems to indicate that Malevich shared the same vision as the ancient Chinese artist, 
one of employing a view of the universe to approach an infinite void in their pictorial 
spaces and to elevate the viewer's consciousness to the invisible depth of the inner 
world, the realm of ‘cosmic consciousness9’. 
 
The space beyond the physical world that Malevich constructed could be associated 
with the fourth-dimensional space articulated by the Russian Theosophist and mystic, 
Peter Ouspensky (1878-1947), whose book Tertium Organum was published in 1911 
in St. Petersburg. It was widely studied by Russain avante-garde artists (Milner 23) 
and the influence of the concept of the fourth dimension could be found from the 
subtitles of Malevich's paintings, such as Painterly Realism of a Football Player-
Color Mass in the Fourth Dimension, Movement of Painterly Masses in the Fourth 
Dimension, Automobile and Lady-Color Mass in the Fourth Dimension, and Lady-
Color Mass in the Fourth and Second Dimension. According to Ouspensky, the 
spatial concept of time is relative to the data of “the universe” and “our inner life” 
(33). Time as we perceive it is “the sense of successive moments” (Ouspensky 34) 
that creates “the illusion of movement” in reality (35). Oupsenky articulated two 
ideas about ‘true reality’: the first was that it could not be gained solely by one's eyes 
and spatial awareness, the second was that the state of time within it should be 
revealed as static and constant. Therefore, if we relate Ouspensky’s idea of temporal 
space to the pictorial space within Malevich’s Black Square the atmosphere of the 
painting reveals a static state of tranquility; it could be argued that this notion of still 
                                                 
9 The term 'cosmic consciousness' is derived from Dr Bucke and adopted by Peter Ouspensky (1878-
1947) in his book Tertium Organum. It was used to describe the realm of the fourth-dimensional space 
(Handerson 252).  
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state is similar to the realm in Tao or Chan's emptiness and represents eternity that 
existed beyond the physical world. 
 





Open for worlds to wander in. 
Below me, 
Above me  
And a transfixing radiance 
This really is 
What one might call space! 
Even groping with both hands for 22 dimensions 
Space has no edges,  
Time has no end.   (qtd. in Larissa 41) 
 
In 1935 Malevich died in Leningrad and the image of the black square appeared 
everywhere at his funeral (Fig. 49). What we see from his grave (Fig. 50) is that the 
invisible divinity of the black square has replaced the holy icon of the cross. The 
divine icon of a black square under Malevich's interpretation has thus been 
transformed from the faith of religion to the faith of art.  
 
The visual representation of reductivism developed by the contemplation of the void 
by Malevich was a significant influence in the development of the abstract art of 
modernism, especially in the 1950s and 1960s. It was frequently employed in the 
works of abstract artists, such as the monochromes of Ad Reinhardt (1913-1967), 
Yves Klein (1928-1962), the exploration of texture by Robert Rauschenberg (b. 
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1925), Piero Manzoni (1933-1963) and the grid system of Agnes Martin (b. 1912). 
Through the ideas of reductivism the artforms produced by such artists were reduced to a 
simple subject and the artists' egos were reduced in order to search for the reality of 
the infinite. For example, in Ad Reinhardt's The Black Square Room (Fig. 51), black 
square canvases were displayed symmetrically and repetitively in the gallery and 
represented a feeling that was “utterly empty when you first see them, the pictorial 
equivalent of absolute zero” (Hughes 64). Compared with Malevich's black square, 
Reinhardt's black squares exhibited in a repetitive manner were intended to show 
more absolutely and more exclusively the meaning of art. He stated in his Art as Art 
that art has no illusions, no representations and no association (Reinhardt 806) and:  
 
…the one work for a fine artist, the one painting, is the 
painting of the one-size canvas － the single scheme, one 
formal device, one colour-monochrome, one linear division in 
each direction, one symmetry, one texture, one free-hand 
brushing, one rhythm, one working everything into one 
dissolution and one indivisibility, each painting into one 
overall uniformity and non-irregularity (809).  
 
Another artist who used the idea of the monochrome to transmit the infinity of art 
was Yves Klein. The colour blue that he adopted in his paintings, such as IKB 48 (Fig. 
52), not only became the symbol of the sky and water, of expanse, depth and infinity, 
and as the colour that symbolizes the Holy Ghost in the Christian tradition, but also 
corresponded perfectly to his ideas of the aesthetic of the immaterial and to the 
attainment of spiritual values and cosmological sensibility (Grove art). Through the 
meditation of the colour blue, “he discovered the void” (Collings 170) and brought 
the public into ‘cosmic sensibility’, a new sense of space.  
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Unlike Reinhardt and Klein, Rauschenberg and Manzoni are more interested in using 
the texture of pictorial surface to represent pure experience. The White painting (Fig. 
53) produced by Rauschenberg in 1951 shows a flat and smooth surface applied by 
white house paint. The blank canvas contained no image but only reflective light and 
shadow responding to the change of ambient condition (Blaut, Guggenheim 
Museum). In the 1958 painting Achrome (Fig. 54) by Manzoni, the pictorial surface 
was spread with “white materials such as chalk, cotton, bread or polystyrene” (Tate 
Gallery). This white surface “is neither a polar landscape,…nor even a sensation, a 
symbol or anything else: but a white surface…or even a surface which quite simply 
'is' ” (Manzoni 710). Both Rauschenberg's White painting and Manzoni's Achromes 
were intended to be devoid of all symbolic or expressive content in order to present a 
completely white surface. Compared to Malevich's White on White (Fig. 48), 
Rauschenberg and Manzoni in their white-monochromatic paintings were concerned 
about the autonomy of the work rather than metaphysical considerations. Yet it is 
resonant with ideas of immateriality and emptiness at the same time. 
 
In addition to the monochrome and texture, the other means of interpreting ‘being’ in 
the void could be found in the grid composition of Agnes Martin. In the 1960s, 
Martin created her grid paintings by drawing straight pencil lines repetitively. The 
process was meditative and was used as a vehicle to depart from the world of matter, 
nature and the ego, in order to attain a spiritual transcendence. The delicate and 
precise compositions showed a mandala-like contemplativeness (Moszynska 187). 
For example, in her painting Song (Fig. 55) every ‘empty’ rectangle presented in a 
parallel grided structure has an equilibrium that seems to provide a visual equivalent 
to the emptiness of the mind and conveys a stable and tranquil rhythm existing in the 
purity of silence. The visual representation was “not only a surface in perfect 
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equilibrium, but one that epitomized unity and wholeness” (Haskell 105). 
 
To summarize the above discussion, the visual language of the void in western 
abstract paintings is usually conveyed by the visual forms, such as colour, texture and 
systematic composition. Its unique characteristics achieved in the expression of 
impersonality show simplicity, tranquillity and infinity, which indicate a particular 
spiritual system. Compared to the visual language of the void of Chinese ancient 
paintings, it is to explore the meaning of Being in the expression of form, which is 
different to the pursuit of absolute Non-being in the expression of informality of 
ancient Chinese paintings. Moreover, its visual form constructed in a conscientious 
and careful arrangement signifies a more symbolic void than the spontaneous void 
embodied in Chan paintings, and this is also the main concern in my art practice. 
However, there are still some western modern artists, such as Franz Kline (1910-
1962), Mark Tobey (1890-1976) and Morris Graves (1910-2001), who influenced by 
Chan philosophy chose a more expressive abstract style instead of a formalistic style 
in the interpretation of the void. 
 
The exploration of the visual language of the void in the next chapter will be focused 
on the case studies of Taiwanese contemporary artists whose works are not only 
based on the idea of the eastern void but also combine the idea of the western void to 
develop a new visual language. This synthetic language of the void will be used as 






The Evolution of the Visual Language of the Void －  




The creative environment that Taiwanese live in is filled with political uncertainty 
and cultural shock. What such an environment brings to artists does not mean the 
impact of the negative; on the contrary, it becomes a positive motivation that 
encourages Taiwanese artists to explore the value of being in order to build self-
identity. Some Taiwanese contemporary artists, influenced from the thoughts of 
Chinese Taoism and Chan, choose the introspective method of humility and 
tranquillity to explore the meaning of the creative process, and use a vocabulary of 
abstraction and nature to express the spirit of returning to the inner self. Most of them 
are painters and have a long-term devotion to the theme of the void. By contrast, 
contemporary Taiwanese artists working in digital media do not address the idea of 
the void within their works. Consequently, three contemporary painters, Hsiao Chin, 
Liu Kuo-sung and Lo Jui-lin, were selected as case studies to form the foundation of 
a discussion of the void in contemporary art. They represent different generations 
who have developed their own unique styles that make the contemplative art of 
tradition relevant to trends in contemporary art.  
 
In this chapter, the meaning that the idea of the void conveyed in their arts will be 
introduced by a literature review and the interviews I conducted with the three artists 
between September 2002 and October 2002. These have provided much of the 
information that informs my research in this study. 
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Hsiao Chin (b.1935) － born in Shanghai, China and lives in Taiwan and Italy. 
 
Hsiao Chin, one of the initial founders of Ton-Fan (Orient) Art Group10 (1956-1971), 
has had a significant role in promoting the modernization of Chinese art in the 
development of Taiwanese art. During the 1960s, he started to adopt the non-
objective form of western geometrical abstraction to show the void realm of Taoism 
and Chan (Zen). From the point of view of Taiwanese contemporary art critic, Fan-
wei Zhang, the geometrical style in Hsiao Chin’s art was different to the western 
geometrical style, and what it represented was the insistence on the cultural 
connotation and the establishment of a unique style in modern Chinese art (Zhang 
358). 
 
In an interview conducted with the writer in 2002, Hsiao said that applying the 
creative process from the West to the East allowed him to enter the spiritual realm of 
the void in Chinese art directly, without carrying the bondage of traditional 
expression (Hsaio 2002). In other words, he had bypassed the Chinese traditional 
xieyi 寫意 procedure (the depiction of the spirit and resonance from the reality). 
Hsaio also pointed out that the idea of direct detachment from the world of 
appearances of western non-objective art was built on the aspect of humanity and 
was closer to the spiritual side of humankind. It is this western approach to 
spirituality that influences him, but he insists that he wants to retain and follow 
eastern traditions as well. Consequently, the aesthetic realm of the void involved 
                                                 
10 Ton-Fan (Orient) Art Group is the first Taiwan’s art movement to adopt the abstract mode of western 
modern art to express the spirit of Chinese tradition. The central concept of the art movement stresses 
the importance of innovation and the artistic value of Chinese tradition in modern art (Hsiao:1991 116).  
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within his works is created through the contemplation and purification of eastern 
philosophy, literature and religion (2002).  
 
In 1959 and 1960, in his Painting-DX (Fig. 56) Untitled (Fig. 57) of VE-114 (Fig. 58), 
Hsiao employed the abstract elements of Chinese calligraphy art, dot and line, to 
construct a metaphysical realm where the non-objective forms showed the dynamic 
spirit of Chinese traditional art. He asserted that, “he was either trying to capture the 
dynamics of calligraphic lines within his pictorial composition by emphasizing 
instincts, or to display a balanced form and symbolic meanings under the structure of 
Chinese writings through contemplation” (qtd. in Hsiao: 1995 28). Moreover, the 
non-objective form, such as circle and square, in the paintings seemed also to convey 
ancient Chinese idea of tian yuan di fang 天圓地方 (the sky shape is like circle and 
the earth shape is like square) (Zhang 358) which means that all of the objects were 
represented by the shapes of the circle and the square. The fluid brushstrokes and the 
simple geometrical forms thus became the fundamental structure that he used in order 
to convey an abstract realm of the void in his works. 
 
The visual language of the void is strongly represented in Hsiao's art and I will 
discuss the essential concepts of three international art movements that he founded 
between the 1960s to the 1980s when he stayed in Europe. 
 
In 1961, Hsiao created the Punto art movement together with Italian artist A. 
Calderara (1903-1979) and the Japanese sculptor Kengiro Azuma (b.1926) in Milan. 
The concept of this art movement referenced the contemplative concept of Chinese 
art, emphasizing that creation was the comprehension of “the finite of infinity” and 
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“the reality of being” (Hsiao: 1996a 355). The word Punto, derived from the Italian 
‘dot’ was endowed with double meanings of ‘beginning’ and ‘ending’, and 
represented strictness, stability, simplicity, positivity and construction (349). When 
their works were exhibited in Taiwan in 1963, it was noted that the implication of the 
‘dot’ of Punto was like the ‘one stroke’ of Shi Tao representing the extension of 
vitality (Hsiao: 1991 352).  
 
In the paintings of 1961, such as Composition (Fig. 59), By Chance (Fig. 60) and 
Flow On (Fig. 61), the visual images consisted of dynamic linear shapes and static 
geometric forms which revealed a cosmic outlook similar to Taoism. The simple 
‘static-dynamic’ composition conveyed an image of the energy of the universe. Such 
changing image in Hsiao's paintings was described by the contemporary poet, Yip 
Wai-lim (b.1937), in his essay Meditations: From Condensation and Dispersion to 
the Void. He wrote, “things may condense into images, the ultimate form of which is 
squares and circles, or they may dissolve through dispersion ending in the empty and 
the void” (Yip: 1995 58).  
 
The empty space shown in Hsiao's paintings no longer stayed in the subsidiary role of 
the background as in Chinese traditional painting, but revealed equally the 
importance of the concrete form. Especially in the paintings of Luxuriant (Fig. 62) 
and The Great Boundaryless Site (Fig. 63), the empty space was pushed to become of 
equal value to colour and form. It follows that the expression of the void in his works 
has an implication of fullness and is intended to convey the realm of Tao (Hsiao 
2002). In order to describe this realm he referred to the German physicist, Max 
Planck (1858-1947), who had explained how touchable and visible things are 
impermanent, whereas untouchable and unseen things are unceasing and eternal, and 
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is reflective of the permanent energy of the universe (2002). 
 
Consequently, whether the expression was of stillness-dynamics, or condensation-
dispersion or emptiness-fullness, the non-figurative forms in the dualistic world of 
Hsiao’s paintings have been endowed with the mission of conveying the void that 
possesses the quality of energy. 
 
The dualism shown in Hsiao's paintings has an inseparable connection with his 
personality. Hsiao grew up in a family which blended humanism and mysticism. His 
musician father, Hsiao Yu-mei (1883-1940), was a pioneer in contemporary Chinese 
music education and his profoundly religious mother raised the young Hisao as a 
Protestant in the Christian faith. The artist later suggested that he inherited his dual 
consciousness from his upbringing. He described his consciousness as philosophical, 
analytical and evidential in one part, and the other part of his subconsciousness 
belonged to metaphysics and religious mysticism (Hsiao: 1996a 15). In 1970, Hsiao 
wrote a poem: 
 
The self has two faces: Yan-Yin / Positive-Negative / Male-
Female / Strong-Weak / Light-Dark / Spiritual-Material / 
Conscious-Unconscious / Joy-Sorrow / Ego-Nonego / And all 
other opposites (qtd. in Hunter 46). 
 
If we compare Hsiao Chin's Absoluteness (Fig. 64) of 1962 with Kazimir Malevich's 
Two Black Squares (Fig. 65) of 1915, it is clear that both artists use geometric forms 
to interpret the realm of the void as related to the invisible energy of the universe. 
Based on different creative motives and cultural backgrounds, the representation of 
energy in Hsiao's painting can be seen as a balanced power built on the values of 
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contemplation but in Malevich's painting, with reference to the notion of ‘will’ 
discussed in Chapter Two, it can be regarded as an generative power built on the 
values of innovation. 
 
The context of a cultural connotation packed with a strong and simple structural form 
built a unique style in Hsiao’s works. In the process of learning about western art, the 
symbolic form of Joan Miro and Paul Klee led Hsiao to explore the structure of 
Chinese calligraphy. This was the beginning of his search for the connection between 
the East and the West (Hsiao: 1996a 26). After that, the expressive idea of Fauvism, 
the compositional ideas of Cubism and the expressive method of Informalism also 
become the important references in his exploration of metaphysical idea (23). Since 
the 1960s, he has spent many years in Europe, and had been familiar with great 
western art and met many contemporary artists, such as Franz Kline, Mark Toby, 
Mark Rothko and Willem de Kooning. However, the impact of the formalistic idea of 
western abstract art did not affect Hsiao’s insistence on retaining his eastern culture. 
On the contrary, the cultural stimulation aided his pursuit back to the introspective 
idea of Chinese aesthetics and to regard it as the principle form of expression. 
 
After Punto, Hsiao turned his exploration of the void towards Chan philosophy. 
Although his paintings still followed the expressive style of western abstraction, the 
basis of each was in Chan’s intuition and simplicity, and can be seen in the paintings 
of The Splendor of Nirvana (Fig. 66) and Eternal Tao (Fig. 67), Descent (Fig. 68) and 
Zen-2 (Fig. 69). Compared to the previous works, the pictorial composition in this 
period had departed from a dualistic sense, and instead, was more confident and 
absolute. As a result of the bold and speedy movement of his brushstroke, the 
pictorial spaces simultaneously created the sense of open space. Such spatial 
consciousness, according to Hsiao, was determined by the viewer's perception. If 
viewers freed themselves from the boundary of physical time and space and 
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experienced the moment of the present, they could enter an infinite world (Hsiao 
2002).  
 
Based on the philosophical notion of religion, Hsiao launched the International Surya 
Art Movement together with the Italian artist G. Robusti, the Italian philosopher E. 
Biffi Gentili, and the Italian critic E. Albuzzi. The Japanese sculptor Kengiro Azuma, 
British artist J. Tilson, German artist R. Geiger and Austrian artist J. Tornquist also 
joined the movement in Milan in 1977. Surya, a Sanskrit word, means sun implying 
the source of the energy and vitality. The essential concept of this art movement 
emphasized the importance of exploring the inner world (spirituality) of humankind 
and of keeping a religious attitude and humility towards the approach and worship of 
art (Xie and Luo 354).  
 
In his Zen-33 (Fig. 70) and Zen (Fig. 71) of 1978, the circle and the square 
reappeared in his composition. Unlike in the Punto period, the geometric forms in the 
Surya period related to the eternal icon of Chan, which elevated them to the 
representation of an absolute void. Such a void, depicted by dynamic lines and dots, 
revealed the quality of the ‘fullness’ of the energy. The method of drawing four 
strokes with different colours surrounding a central icon is reminiscent of the 
meditative state of the folk psychic11 who draws the spell for transmitting mystic 
cosmic power (Hsiao: 1996a 40). According to his explanation, the intent of the 
strokes with four different colours and directions was to show the moving direction 
of cosmic energy that he experienced during the contemplative state of the void 
                                                 
11 In Chinese culture, folk psychics claim to be able to communicate with the spirit world by drawing 
four dots around the spell that is endowed with energy and power.   
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(Hsiao 2002). The expression of such cosmic energy reappeared in the Birth of the 
New World series (Fig. 72) of 1996 and was enhanced by the heavy acrylic 
brushstroke and the concrete form. The change of the interpretation, according to 
Hsiao, had a certain connection with his life experience (2002).  
 
During the 1980s, the visual images used by Hsiao to describe the realm of the void 
represented the integration of Taoist ch'i (life-breath) and Chan's meditation. In the 
paintings of Rainshower (Fig. 73), Enormous Cosmic Whirlpool (Fig. 74) and 
Waterfall-2 (Fig. 75) the artistic forms of the brushstrokes created in the artist’s ch’i 
manipulation expressed not only the aesthetics of dynamism but also brought a 
mystical and unknown cosmic landscape. Furthermore, the use of the bright acrylic 
colours with water had “transformed the jumping colour dots into spiritual light 
related to a deep Chinese tradition” (Hsiao: 1995 33).  
 
The expression of the void was confirmed again in his 1989 International Shakti Art 
Movement launched in Copenhagen. The concept of the art movement was the 
Sanskrit's Shakti, spirit, energy and vitality, and was an attempt to show the 
coherence of ch'i in art (Hsiao: 1996a 355). Compared to his The Great Boundaryless 
Site (Fig. 63) made in 1961, the realm of the void in his 1996's Samadhi-29 (Fig. 76) 
produced more than thirty years later became even more mature, steady and rich. The 
square form had become immersed in brushstrokes and became part of infinity 
through the artist's ch'i manipulation. If the icon of the square in the painting 
represents the implication of being that the artist attempted to search and define in the 
void, the artist seems to have found the answer in the painting of Samadhi-29. Like 
the Chinese ancient literati painter or Chan painter, for Hsiao, painting is no longer in 
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the meaning of the actual process of painting but in the meaning of the mind's 
experience. As Hsiao said, “The word ‘creativity’ has no significant meaning for me 
any more, because whatever I make was not a ‘personal creation’, but something 
from the power of cosmic life transmitted through my hands. I am not a creator, but a 
transmitter” (qtd. in Hsiao: 1995 34). 
 
Liu Kuo-sung (b.1932) － born in Anhui, China and live in Taiwan.  
 
Unlike Hsiao Chin, the aesthetics of the void that Liu Kuo-sung interpreted in his 
paintings is influenced from traditional Chinese landscape painting, yet it references 
modern western theories and styles. Liu is the founder of the Fifth Moon Art Group 
(1957-1972) developed almost at the same time as Hsiao Chin's Ton-Fan (Orient) Art 
Group (1956-1971). Both art groups had the same goal; that is, to seek new ways to 
explore Chinese tradition in order to make Chinese art relevant to trends in 
contemporary art. The necessity of keeping an eastern style in visual representations 
became the key, leading them each toward different developments. 
 
Liu and his colleagues of the Fifth Moon Art Group maintained that the expression of 
painting should be built on the decrease of the naturalistic appearance of the object in 
order to increase the independence and absoluteness of art (Hsiao: 1991 266). For Liu, 
the primary work in building a new visual language of ink painting was to discard the 
concrete and representational images of tradition. The values of developing a new 
form of expression that Liu asserted did not really mean the abandonment of tradition. 
As the scholar of Asian art, Professor John Clark in his article Liu Guosong’s The 
Road of Chinese Modern Painting wrote, Liu meant to “preserve the old tradition by 
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forcing it to change” and “From this destruction he will create new forms which can 
stand as the foundation of a new tradition” (Clark 53). Moreover, the Taiwanese 
contemporary art critic, Jia-yi Wang, also pointed out that from today’s judgment 
Liu’s creation does not betray tradition but is regarded as a method of ‘destruction’ 
used for progressing the conversation between tradition and modern (Wang 71). Such 
conversation has more objective and signified meaning that is the essence of creation. 
 
For instance, in his early landscape paintings The Sound of Springs (Fig. 77) and Mt. 
Lu (Fig. 79), he attempted to reinterpret the works of the ancient literati painters, the 
Early Spring (Fig. 78) of Kuo Hsi (1020-1090) and the Mt. Lu (Fig. 80) of Shen 
Chou (1427-1509), by using the idea of empty space in Chinese aesthetics to 
disintegrate the idea of object in tradition. Based on his understanding of empty space 
employed at that time, Liu made the following explanation in the interview of 2002. 
He said that the empty space was rendered to express solid form in order to simplify 
the realistic style of traditional paintings. What he intended to convey was the 
landscape of the void, the void realm stressed in Chinese traditional arts, which in his 
paintings could bring a new cognition to viewers (Liu 2002). Such a transformation 
of negative space directly to an abstract form became the common method used by 
Hsiao Chin and Liu, Kuo Sung in dealing with the ‘aesthetics of the void’ during the 
1960s. This phenomenon also implied that the characteristic of the visual language of 
the void in their arts under the influence of western abstract art departed from the 
metaphor of tradition and became the directness and autonomy of modernism. 
 
In the early 1960s, Liu advocated a change to a new style of artistic expression within 
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Chinese painting and coined the term ‘modern Chinese ink painting’12. Liu firmly 
believes that the only way to create new and original forms of expression in art is to 
create new and innovative techniques. He states that the technique is flexible and 
alive, and it is the most important way to express the concept of the artist (Liu 2002). 
In 1965, he extended his concept of empty space from the meaning of the positive 
form to the expression of the brushstroke, such as the painting of Towering Twain 
(Fig. 81). The new technique showing the texture of the brushstroke is called Zhi Jin 
Fa 紙筋法, the mode of extracting paper fiber. In this innovative technique, Liu 
paints with wide and thick brushstrokes on handmade Chinese paper13, and then 
plucks from the paper some of the coarse fibers embedded into it. Once removed, 
their irregular shapes are left in reverse against the painted ground and give the effect 
of white lines (Fig. 82) (Hsiao: 1996b 189). The artist explained that the inspiration 
for this technique came from the ink stroke of Chinese painting. He used the white 
texture as a substitute for the linear black stroke in order to expand the expressive 
space of traditional brushwork (Liu 2002). In Towering Twain, the fluid white 
textures (the textures of empty space) like the movement of ch'i, move freely in the 
pictorial space and reveal the infinity of time, space and the energy of life. Using the 
textural quality of the brushstroke to express the form or the space of the void 
demonstrates an innovative approach to traditional painting. The Chinese 
contemporary poet, Yip Wai-lim (b.1937), pointed out that the technique of Liu's 
expressive use of white in merging with form and space gave a new energy to 
traditional Chinese painting (Yip: 1987 242-244). 
                                                 
12 It has been used only for half a century and is a kind of painting synthesizing the best elements of 
Chinese and Western artistic elements. 
 
13 This unique handmade paper using coarse fibers was invented by Liu Kuo Sung and named 'Liu 
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The idea of texture does not belong to the traditional visual elements of Chinese 
painting which contain the line and colour plane. In Liu's ink paintings however, 
texture becomes a synthetic effect of the reciprocal combination of line and colour 
plane. The innovative spirit of Liu is like the painters of the Sung dynasty, Shih Ko, 
Liang Kai or Yü Chien who departed from the boundaries imposed by traditional 
techniques through the originality of the unrestrained simplified stroke (Fig. 83). 
These artists, discussed in Chapter One, did not intend to deny the value of tradition; 
on the contrary, they used a detached attitude in their creation in order to transcend 
the strict confines of traditional Chinese mediums. According to Liu, traditional 
technique was a burden, but traditional culture has a spirituality deeply rooted in 
human mind, and this integration could be revealed in the aesthetics of the void (Liu 
2002). 
 
From the late 1960s to 1970s, Liu painted the series of the universe, such as Which is 
Earth? No.8 (Fig. 84), with a technique of collage influenced from Cubism. During 
this period, Liu employed the form of a flat circle occupying half of the pictorial 
space of the painting to stress the element of the surface plane (Liu 2002). As 
discussed in Chapter Two, surface plane was used as the vehicle for conveying 
autonomy and spirituality in western modernist painting. Its significance is 
equivalent to the line in Chinese painting. In Which is Earth? No.8, we can find that 
the artist attempted to combine the principal elements of the East and the West to 
express the spirituality of the void. Furthermore, the perspective of a non-fixed 
viewpoint that Liu employed in this painting combines the abstract styles of the aerial 
view of western art and the san-yuan (three distances) of Chinese art referred to in 
                                                                                                                                           
Kuo Sung paper' and has been sold in the art supply stores of Taiwan. 
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Chapters One and Two. The technique of collage in Liu's interpretation combines two 
extremely different cultural forms and creates a unique visual language of the void, 
that speaks of the feeling of peace and harmony existing in outer space, a world 
without cultural barriers. 
 
The idea of the universe cultivated in Chinese painting can also be found in the 
function and implication of circle forms in Liu’s art. For instance, in the paintings of 
Corona No.5 (Fig. 85) and Yin and Yang (Fig. 86) the central circle, according to Liu, 
acts as the controlling element within the balanced composition. It allows conflicting 
relationships to coexist in a tranquil and harmonious state. Moreover, the circle is 
also endowed with the static-dynamic concept in the xu-shi (void-solid) aesthetics 
(Liu 2002). The method of displaying the icon in the central position as in Chan 
paintings and Malevich's Black Square implies the significance of eternity.  
 
The circle that Liu employed to describe the universe can also be examined in the 
Gestalt theory of Rudolf Arnheim. Arnheim in his book Towards a Psychology of Art 
pointed out that “the circle (or sphere), the only figure that does not single out any 
particular direction, is used spontaneously everywhere to depict objects whose shape 
is uncertain or irrelevant, or to depict something that either has no shape at all, any 
shape, or all shapes” (234). In visual perception, the circle also transmits the idea of 
endless time (234). Therefore, the static circle form in Liu's landscape paintings can 
be considered as the representation of the intangible and infinity of the universe. It is 
like the symbolic icon of Tao rather than of sun, moon or earth.  
 
In the paintings of Lunar Eclipse (Fig. 87) and Coming and Going (Fig. 88) Liu 
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attempted to use the principles of repetition and scale, and the gradation of colour to 
interpret a constant law in the universe. The rectangular format shown in the 
paintings creates the perceptual force of “motion toward the corner” (Fig. 89) 
(Arnheim: 1974 439) that seems to assist in expressing the rhythm of life proceeding 
in the universe. 
 
By the arrangement of form, technique and composition, the realm of the void in 
Liu's landscape paintings has captured the spirit of temporal space by embracing the 
outstanding features of both the East and the West. The idea of the void in his art is 
considered not only as the theme of the work but as the attitude of the artist in the 
process of creation. As Liu said, “being an artist should be like a scientist who 
unceasingly innovates in his studio” (Liu 2002). Now aged seventy one, he still 
attempts to keep an empty mind in order to accept new things in the creation of ink 
painting and continues to move between tradition and innovation. As the scholar of 
Asian art, James Cahill, described, “it is more difficult to write about Lu Kuo sung 
than about many ancient masters. Even now, because his art is still developing, it 
remains premature to venture a conclusive statement” (Cahill 42). 
 
Lo Jui-lin (b.1971) － born in Taipei, Taiwan. 
 
Lo Jui-lin represents the new generation in contemporary Taiwanese art, and strives 
to use her own artistic vocabulary and style to speak for herself. She searches for the 
value of her individual self instead of adjusting herself to the mainstream of political, 
social, sexual themes prevailing among the current trend of Taiwanese art. She insists 
on using the medium and the contemplative concept of tradition to interpret a 
profound feeling and experience in modern art. The creative direction that Lo follows 
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is also the primary concern of Taiwanese modern ink artists who wish to touch inner 
profundity in contemporary art (Wu 130). 
 
In an interview with this artist in September 2002, she said that while studying art as 
an undergraduate she was deeply attracted by the abstract concept of the yijing (the 
spiritual realm) of ancient Chinese literati painting and decided to devote herself to 
the creation of Chinese ink painting. What she chose at that time was the opposite of 
most of her fellow students who were energetically working towards art influenced 
by western aesthetics (Lo 2002). Although the environment of education in Taiwan 
tended to emphasize western aesthetics, the influence that western culture had on her, 
was to encourage her to recognize the significant meaning of eastern culture for her 
and its importance for her own art (2002). With reference to the examples of the 
works of Hsiao Chin and Liu Kuo-sung and Lo Jui-lin, it is clear that the impact of 
western culture had become an important factor in influencing these different 
generations of artists in using the void to explore the meaning of culture and identity. 
 
The Settle series (Figs. 90-96) painted during 1998 to 1999 is her first nonfigurative 
theme in which she moved from the traditional path of ink painting. This series was 
completed while Lo studied for her Masters degree at Tainan National Institute of 
Arts where her signature style was established. In her paintings, the non-figurative 
image represented an intention to return to the abstraction of the brushstroke in 
Chinese calligraphy and to show the inner profundity of the artist. Lo described how 
the process of developing her art from figuration to abstraction was a fearful and 
uneasy experience because she had to learn how to liberate herself from the bonds of 
tradition in order to enter a new creative space. During this development, she 
attempted to calm her mind through meditation and by reading books about the 
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transmigration of life and death in relation to experience. The embryo form of the 
circle therefore gradually appeared in her pictorial spaces. It was formed 
spontaneously in her unconscious mind during a calm and empty state of meditation 
(2002). Such artistic form produced within the meditation is like the imagery of the 
artist's ‘self-nature’ 14 . The process that it involved can also be referred to the 
description of Suzuki Daisetz Teitaro in his essay of Painting, Swordsmanship, Tea 
Ceremony: 
 
Things are beautiful where they are inevitable, that is, when 
they are free exhibitions of a spirit. There is no violence 
here,…., no copying-after, but a free, unrestrained, and self-
governing of beauty. The muscles are conscious of drawing a 
line, making a dot, but behind them there is unconsciousness. 
By this unconsciousness nature writes out her destiny: by this 
unconsciousness the artist creates his work of art (Suzuki: 
1996 281). 
 
In the pictorial space of Settlement (Fig. 92), painted by Lo in 1998 the huge oval-
shape drawn by the freshness, tenderness and gracefulness of the Chinese brushstroke 
expresses a strong sense of simplicity and modernity. The radiating linear structure 
not only constructs the form but also brings out a sense of a three-dimensional sphere 
in which the artist's ch'i is contained and the calmness and tranquillity of the artist's 




                                                 
14  Self-nature in the aspect of Zen theory means Buddha-nature, absolute Emptiness (Sunyata), 
absolute Suchness (Tathata) or Pure Being (Suzuki: 1996 210) and in the aspect of Jung's Psychology 
is defined as the Self, the source of the personality (Moacanin 32). 
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The essence if my work lies in the search of the relationship 
between inner spirituality and universal change through 
Taoism. The material of Chinese ink is obscure and 
transparent, which is why I use it in my paintings, and each 
time I move the Chinese brush in the paper it purifies my 
mind and allows me to look deep inside myself; after each 
drawing I find my inner world at one with the Universe (Lo: 
2000 16). 
 
 In 1999, Lo was selected as a visiting artist of the Internationale Cité des Arts in 
Paris by the Taiwan Ministry of Education. The works of the Settle series shown in 
the exhibition of Taipei-Paris: Polynôme of Générations in Paris were received with 
considerable praise. The French curator, Michel Nuridsany referred to this young 
female artist in his article Maintenant, Les jeunes. He wrote that Lo had interpreted 
the way of the universe in her works, and the modernity of the artistic form infused 
with the spirit of tradition conveyed the idea of the union of the universe and 
humanity characteristic of Asian thinking (Nuridsany 12). In the same year her work 
Settlement was awarded a prize in the International Biennial Print and Drawing of 
Taipei and the Settle series became the major works shown in her first solo exhibition 
at the Taipei Fine Arts Museum in 2001 entitled Image Inside.  
 
The theme of Image Inside deals with Chan's notion of detachment from the world of 
desire. The artist attempted to adopt the meditative way of emptying the mind to 
depict the image of self-nature. For instance, in the painting Settle 4 (Fig. 91) each 
brushstroke was drawn from an outside point to the central point (Lo 2002). Every 
simple line and the movement of the repeated gesture seem to act as an agent to bring 
a disturbed and tempted mind back 'home'. The artist described that she tried to use a 
very slow speed with a concentrated mind to draw each line. Even though distraction 
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sometimes made her mind lose the movement of the brush, she had to use 
‘awakening’ to break ‘desire’ to direct herself back to the line being constructed in 
order to bring the brush and mind together in the movement of the line (Lo 2002). It 
could be said that every line moves in the pictorial space just as the display of the 
electrocardiogram not only records the mentality of the moment of the artist, but also 
represents the artist's conscientious and sincere attitude in facing art. 
 
In the painting Settle 15 (Fig. 95) the looming circle is quietly located in an ink world 
just as the moon hanging in the night sky emits a gentle radiance. If the circle 
represents the artist's self-nature, it has been successfully infused into the immensity 
of the universe. With reference to Suzuki's position on Zen experience, the symbolic 
icon of self-nature revealed in the painting is “the feeling of autonomy, freedom, self-
determination, and lastly creativity” (Suzuki: 1970 30). In Jung's psychology the idea 
of self-nature suggests eternity and “the symbol of man's divinity, when he touches 
the cosmos, his microcosm reflecting the macrocosm” (Monica 33). Compared with 
the static-dynamic forms demonstrated in the works of Hsiao Chin and Liu Kuo Sung 
(Figs. 62 and 87), the form used to express the energy of the void in the work of Lo is 
a direct reflection of meditation. Its abstract characteristic does not merely mirror the 
‘divine’ concept of autonomy in Malevich's Black Square, it also speaks of the artist’s 
uniqueness, purity and absoluteness. 
 
The implication of energy can also be seen in the central hole of the form that is like 
the state of breath, sometimes open and sometime closed. For example, in the 
paintings of Settle 8 (Fig. 94) and Settlement 15 (Fig. 95) the empty circle became the 
hole of the light source and of the incoming and outgoing energy (Lo 2002). Lo 
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described that she sensed such energy unceasingly infusing into her body from above 
her head while she painted the Settle series (2002). If we trace the way she draws 
lines from the outside to the inner centre and compare it with the moving direction of 
energy that she felt, the empty circle at the centre could be regarded as the 
concentration of energy. 
 
A different interpretation of the shape of the hole was made by the male Taiwanese 
art critic Wu Chao-ran, who considered the hole as the symbolic icon of the female 
organ through which the artist questioned and examined her identity (Wu 131). By 
contrast, Lo emphasized that her image was endowed with impersonal, natural and 
spontaneous characteristics and that it was more important to explore the meaning of 
self-nature rather than the issue of gender (Lo 2002). In fact, under the guidance of 
the void concept, the details of brushstrokes and the simplicity of monochromic ink 
in Lo's paintings have revealed her feminine sensitivity and profundity naturally and 
without contrivance. Without the emphasis of gender character, the neutrality of the 
void had directed the artist away from the limits of gender in her creations. If we 
recall the Russian Non-Objective art of the 1920s discussed in Chapter Two, we see 
that many female avant-garde artists, such as Olga Rosanova, Lyubov Popova and 
Vavara Stepanova, all freed themselves from the constraint or ideology of gender by 
using the most simple and impersonal geometric forms in the exploration of art. In 
both Lo’s abstract creation and those of the Russian female artists, what we see is that 
the visual image generated in the contemplation of the void has extended the confines 
of feminist art and encourages an interesting reading of gender. 
 
The painting of Settle-Self Portrait (Fig. 96) concludes the Settle series. The circle 
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form with the linear structure gradually disappeared in the ink layers and became 
sublimated to the hole, a symbol of receiving the energy of the universe. The use of 
masses of ink tones replaced the fine and long stroke lines used to calm her mind in 
the early stage. The new form, according to Lo, was like a zygote that stayed in a safe 
and tranquil state under the protection of amniotic fluid (2002). In Lo's paintings, the 
realm that the viewer confronts is a powerful cohesion produced in the mind of 
tranquillity and emptiness. This young artist chooses the most humble attitude to 
continue the tradition of her culture and to convey the pure and peaceful essence of 
art in the clamor and agitated environment of contemporary art. 
 
In summary, Hsiao Chin and Liu Kuo-sung emigrated from China to Taiwan and 
represent the Taiwanese artists of the Post-War generation. The visual language of the 
void in their art carries the mission of promoting the tradition of culture to an 
international audience. However, in the case of Lo Jui-lin, an artist representing the 
younger generation who was born in Taiwan, the values of tradition lead more 
towards the exploration of a personal inner essence. Although the reasons behind 
their creations are not the same, their ways of interpreting the void have all departed 
from traditional methods and have successfully created new visual languages more 
representative of contemporary thought. The languages they have employed to 
convey the aesthetic experience of the void share some common characteristics and 
are listed below: 
 
1.  The technique of Chinese calligraphy using water-based paint (ink and 
acrylic) is used as a means of expressing the void. 
2. The formal simplicity, neutrality and abstraction of western Non-Objective 
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art is adopted in the expression of the Chinese void. 
3. The notion of the energy of the universe is regarded as the basis in the 
context of the void. 
4. The vitality of the void is represented by the way of static form, such as the 
circle. 
5. The artists all used a microcosmic attitude to interpret the macrocosmic 
realm of the void.  
 
From an appraisal of the work of Hsiao Chin, Liu Kuo-sung and Lo Jui-lin it is 
evident that the artistic expression of the void has been extended. Although the form 
of its visual language is different from traditional paintings, the artistic function that 
it aims to convey is constant. What it has brought is not merely the aesthetic of form 
but the life aesthetic concerning nature and self-being. In the next chapter, the impact 
of the void in the creation of my art practice will be examined. 
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Chapter Four 




This chapter will introduce the works based on the theme of the void created from 
2001 to 2003 in Australia and Taiwan. The works include printmaking, digital prints 
and animation, and were exhibited at the Faculty of Creative Arts Gallery, University 
of Wollongong, in February 2004.  
 
Referring to the aesthetic concepts and the creative thoughts of the artists discussed 
in the previous chapters, the idea of the void in my art practice is regarded as a 
‘returning to the zero’ that searches for an imagery of the inner self and speculates 
about the relationship between modern technology and cultural tradition. Other 
Taiwanese artists such as Ku Shi-yong (b. 1960), Yuan Guang-ming (b. 1964), Hong 
Dong-lu (b. 1968) and Wang Ya-hui (b. 1973) are using digital technology to explore 
the phenomena of modern life; however, none are focusing on the void as a subject. 
 
The discussion in this chapter relating to the creative process is divided into the three 
sections, the origin of the void, the implication of the void and the practice of the 
void. It establishes how the ideas within my creative thinking have evolved and how 





I. The Origin of the Void  
 
In 2001, I was attracted by the idea of dualistic relationships from studying the 
formative structure of the plant. In the process of this examination, the ideas were 
depicted by the simple and direct monotype technique using only black oil-based ink 
and presented in the form of a book. The type of book that I chose was the oriental 
fold which is “created by folding a long sheet of paper alternately back and forth on 
itself” (Smith 23). The way of reading such book is continuous and cyclical, and it is 
this method that I adopted to show the process of exploration. Each page recorded 
my observations and experiences from nature and conveyed a compound concept of 
time, memory and specific image. 
 
The three sets of the Book Series, Composition I&II, Construction I&II and Rhythm 
(Figs. 97-105), recorded the major factors that lead my artworks towards the 
development of the aesthetics of the void and will be described individually below. 
 
The Book Series (2001, Australia) 
Composition I&II  
  
The book entitled Composition I&II (Figs. 97-99) focused on the composition that 
embodies the relationship between the object’s shapes and its shadow. This 
composition implies the dualistic characteristics of solid/void, positive/negative, 
physical/non-physical and rational/mystic. The relationship of the sun played a 
significant role in the composition. It not only created the shape of the shadow but 
also highlighted the existence of the dualistic relationship. Its importance in this 
study was described in my 2001 poem:  
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When the sunshine comes in my square window 
I see references to touch in the composition 
Between shape and shadow. 
 
Touch is a way of communicating. 
 
Without touch, there is a distance 
a gap in the relationship. 
 
‘Shadow’, the negative form, in my art is considered as the element of xu (void). It is 
associated with the negative characteristic within my personality, which is formed by 
an early childhood experience. As a baby I had a painful illness that caused great 
suffering not only because of the disease but also because of the treatment 
administered. This negative experience has remained in my unconscious and often 
appeared in my drawings. When I was a young child I used to draw a picture upside 
down and my father had to turn it around in order to view the image in the correct 
way. This method of drawing continued until I was six. When I was twenty-eight 
years of age I started to study art therapy and the negative factor reappeared in the 
negative space of my drawing. The background of the image was filled with 
blackness. As a consequence of studying art therapy, I realized that the custom of 
'filling negative space' was not only to show the positive form of the pictorial subject 
but it also reflected the mystic and profound feeling that existed in the depth of my 
unconscious. Through the process of reflection and exploration I have accepted and 
appreciated the existence of this negative factor. What it represents in my art is not 
the idea of negativity but the idea of the positive, which is regarded as the motivation 
for the exploration into self-identity. 
 
In the book Composition II (Fig. 99), I added the element of tension in the 
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composition. The intention of creating a force between the shapes and the lines was 
to explore the strength and balance of the dynamics between them. 
 
Construction I&II   
 
Based on the ideas of duality and tension, the piece Construction I&II (Fig. 100) 
focused on the development of the structure of lines. Whilst examining the form of 
the plant, I found that its linear structure was similar to Chinese calligraphy. It was 
composed of vertical, horizontal and oblique lines and showed the rhythmic quality 
of thick-thin and heavy-light. In order to explore their relations, I used the editing 
function of the computer software application Photoshop, such as cut and paste, to 
combine them into one composition. The combination of the formative structures of 
nature and the Chinese character illustrated not only a composition that was both 
rational and expressive (Fig. 101) but also created an abstract image (Fig. 102) that 




The books Rhythm (Fig. 103) referred to the xu-shi (void-solid) concept of Chinese 
aesthetics and was used to depict the relationship between stillness and movement. 
The source of this study came from a xu (void) square shape that was revealed in the 
photograph of a flowering bush (Fig. 104). The square shape as discussed in Chapter 
Two signified a stable and timeless character that inspired me to explore a dynamic 
realm in a static world. Figure 105 demonstrates how a more dynamic composition 
can be achieved by rotating the square slightly or by repeating it to create rhythm. 
Therefore, each page of the book contained a dynamic quality that embodied stillness 
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and movement and this was also applied to the design of the book cover (Fig. 103). 
For example, the cover made from plaster represented the stable quality of stillness, 
and on its surface, the concave partial square was rotated slightly from its base to 
convey the dynamic quality of movement.  
 
The characteristic within my personality, the awareness of culture and the concern of 
dynamics gradually emerged in my works as a consequence of studying from nature. 
Therefore, these became significant factors in determining the direction of my 
research into the void. 
 
II. The Implication of the Void  
 
In the autumn of 2002, I observed the changing form of a leaf as it decayed (Fig. 
106). The hole that was present in the leaf signified that the seasons come and go; it 
conveyed the impermanence and uncertainty of the world of appearance.  
 
As a result of contemplating this hole I asked myself, ‘what was the idea of 
perfection?’ I reasoned that, ‘the idea of perfection is also a world of imperfection 
that contains possibility, and only in there could the imagination appear, the fresh air 
could be breathed and the spirit could be experienced’. Therefore, for me, this hole 
provided the opportunity for awareness. 
 
The attraction of the imperfection of the leaf relates to not only the negative 
characteristic within my personality mentioned in the first series but also the eastern 
aesthetic concepts that I was influenced by, especially the concepts of the empty 
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space characteristic of Chinese art and the Wabi-sabi15 of Japanese art. The empty 
space as discussed in Chapter One is an aesthetic expression of the negative that 
signifies spirituality. The aesthetic concept of Wabi-sabi was influenced by the ideas 
of the ‘one corner’ and ‘simplified stroke’ of the Southern Sung painting (Suzuki: 
1994 108) and means “a beauty of things imperfect, impermanent, and incomplete”, 
“a beauty of things modest and humble” and “a beauty of things unconventional” 
(Koren 7). Such aesthetic expression can often be found in the Japanese Tea art, for 
example, the irregular form, rough texture and the plain colours of the tea bowl (Fig. 
107) or the simple and humble furnishing of the tea room (Fig. 108). Both Chinese 
and Japanese aesthetic expressions emit a sense of unique loneliness leading the 
viewer towards an inner contemplation. This idea of loneliness built on the thoughts 
of oriental religion and philosophy is what Oriental people possess (Suzuki: 1994 
106). 
 
The series of Leaf’s Hole (2002, Australia) 
 
The series of the Leaf’s Hole (Figs. 109-118) explored the expression of the 
imperfect realm and was divided into two creative stages: xiejing 寫景 which can be 
translated as ‘depicting scenery’ and zaojing 造境  which can be understood as 
‘constructing realm’. Both of them are related to the idea of xieyi (sketching the 
spiritual realm) of Chinese landscape painting where the artist uses the mind to 
observe and register scenes in nature rather than physically sketch what was seen. 
According to Shi Tao, the landscape painter of Chin dynasty, the kaleidoscopic 
scenes of nature were all sketched in the mind of the artist (Zhang 239).  
                                                 
15Wabi-sabi is the quintessential Japanese aesthetic. Based on the tea ceremony, wabi means simple, 
austere and serene, and sabi means lonely and tranquil (Grove art). 
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First, in the stage of ‘depicting scenery’ I used the digital video camera to record my 
observations from nature. This recording method can be seen as similar to the way 
that Chinese landscape painters contemplated the different scenes at different times 
and locations, then brought these understandings back to their studios, rearranged and 
composed them into their paintings in order to create a spiritual space beyond the 
physical world. Similarly, I assert that the imagery recorded by the digital video 
camera contained my contemplative thoughts about nature that occur in the different 
times and places. When it was brought back to the studio, it was exported and edited 
in the virtual space of the computer through the film-editing software application, 
Final Cut Pro, in which I started the second stage of the ‘constructing realm’.  
 
In the film (Fig. 109), I superimposed images of the fragments of landscape in order 
to show several shots simultaneously. The effect of this creates confusion and 
portrays many layers of thoughts and therefore constructs a contemplative realm. 
This ‘wandering state of thinking’ could be seen from the interlaced variations of the 
chromatic and monochromatic tones. This three minutes and thirty seconds film 
divided into three sections contains the light, the wind and water and is intended to 
convey an invisible energy in nature which has directed me to see the constancy of 
being. This can be compared to the filming of contemplation in nature evident in 
Agnes Martin's Gabriel (Fig. 110) where; “The terrain of the work, in both film and 
painting, it seems to say, is that of the abstract sublime, behind which, underwriting it 
as its field of relevance, is the immensity, the endlessness, the ecstasy, the terribilità 
of nature” (Krauss 156). 
 
The still images were edited in the graphic software of Photoshop and outputted to 
the black and white prints through the printer. These provided the resource for the 
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monotypes entitled The Studies of Leaf’s Hole (Fig. 111) in which I employed the 
incomplete leaf form as the vehicle for exploring metaphysical meaning. Through 
studying the different compositions of the forms a dualistic relationship between the 
‘solid’ and the ‘void’ forms spontaneously appeared in the pictorial spaces, such as 
those in the drawings of Leaf's Hole: Connection I&II (Figs. 112-113). The scenes 
produced in a simple and spontaneous state seemed to present the imagery of the 
inner conversation between the conscious and the unconscious. According to Jung, 
“the unconscious is essentially the seat of the deepest sources of wisdom, while the 
conscious is the intellectual part of the personality” (qtd. in Suzuki:1996 96). 
Therefore, through their subtle interaction my veiled negative characteristic was 
expressed and revealed in the ghost-like empty scenery. The texture of the 
background was produced by the interaction of pigment and paper under finger 
pressure, and the air bubble quality of this texture created a breathing atmosphere in 
the pictorial space. The expression of the scenery was no longer in depicting the 
physical world but the mental world.  
 
The dualistic characteristics gradually disappeared from the pictorial space of the 
drawings Leaf's Hole: Flying and Leaf's Hole: Stillness (Figs. 114-115). Instead, an 
empty circle evolved from the hole of the leaf was revealed in dark ink-tones (Figs. 
116-118). It appeared like the light in the darkness. The sublimated imagery 
represented the outcome of the detachment from reality similar to that described by 
Martin in one of her poems. She noted: “It is not what is seen. It is what is known 
forever in the mind.” (qtd. in Krauss 157). The circular shape emerged from the depth 
of the unconscious in peaceful consciousness. Such a spontaneous process was 
similar to that experienced by the Taiwanese artist, Lo Jui-lin discussed in Chapter 
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Three. This universal icon is like the implication of a mandala16 which signifies “an 
image residing in the depths of human psyche” and “usually takes shape in times of 
disorganization and inner chaos, and it is nature's way of restoring balance and order” 
(Moacanin 27). In other words, the circle shape can stand for the icon of inwardness 
that is silently evolved in the state of calmness and emptiness.  
 
Consequently, the visible world of nature to me is related to the metaphysical heart of 
things. In these pieces (Figs. 109-118) the method I used to describe the lonely and 
tranquil realm of imperfection derived from Chinese traditions. However, this is an 
unconscious influence and not motivated by a desire to follow the discipline of 
Chinese art. The influence of the abstract concept of the void, according to Liu Kuo-
sung, was deeply rooted in Chinese thinking and existed in the daily life of Chinese 
people (Liu 2002). Furthermore, the employment of the mediums of printmaking and 
computer technology were linked with the process and experience of meditation; 
through them an embryo form representing self-nature was brought out. In order to 
continue the quest for the meaning embodied within this abstract form, in the next 
series I brought my meditation space into the virtual space of the computer. 
 
III. The Practice of the Void 
 
Before discussing the content of the works, the meaning of the void within the 
medium of the computer will be clarified first.  
 
                                                 
16 Mandala is a Sanskrit word for circle. In Jung, symbol of the centre goal, or of the self as psychic 
totality; self-representation of a psychic process of cantering; production of a new centre of personality 
(Jung: 1977 415). 
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The Characteristics of the World of the Computer  
 
The world of the computer is constructed by bits. The characteristic of the bit, 
according to Nicholas Negroponte, has “no color, size, or weight, and it can travel at 
the speed of light. It is the smallest atomic element in the DNA of information. It is a 
state of being: on or off, true or false, up or down, in or out, black or white. For 
practical purpose we consider a bit to be either a 1 or a 0” (Negroponte 14). In other 
words, the world of the computer is essentially unreal and built on the idea of a 
binary relationship. 
 
The concept of this binary construction was developed by the German philosopher 
and mathematician Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz (1646-1716). In his theory of 
binary numbers he used the binary code in “just two digits, zero and one, void and 
material presence” as the basis for the depiction of all numbers (Weilbel 219). 
Therefore, every image shown on the computer screen is shaped by the structure of 
the binary combination. For example, the internal binary representation of the lizard 















001010000… (Holtzman 145)  
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Consequently, based on the binary structure, the world of the computer can create 
‘ten thousands things’. It can be analogous to the world of Tao that contains a power 
of infinity. 
 
By contrast to the physical world, the space of the computer world is built within an 
electronic environment, which has no gravity, no perspective and no boundary. 
Because of its virtual characteristics and freedom from the constraints of the laws of 
the physical world, the space that the computer brings provides new ways of 
experiencing things for humankind. The experiences can expand human physical and 
perceptual limitations and lead the human mind to enter into an imaginative space 
such as that described by Steven Holtzman in his book Digital Mosaics: 
 
…I think of unbounded worlds of intense kaleidoscopic 
images flashing by in rapid succession, fabulous colors, 
unnatural shapes, and rich textures complimented by 
unearthly sounds…perfect fractal forms…abstract three-
dimensional mandalas existing only in the ethereal realm of 
cyberspace. I imagine the possibilities of a world free of 
physical constraints and made from the infinitely malleable 
material of the virtual… (41). 
 
Such sensory experience related to the human imagination is the fundamental quality 
that the virtual space provides. The detachment from reality it possesses offers an 
open, objective and infinite range of possibilities and it is these that have inspired me 





The Series of the Pleroma (2002-2003, Taiwan) 
 
The Pleroma is a Greek word for plentitude. It was adopted by Jung in his 
psychological study for describing the experience of the void through which one can 
attain liberation or self-realization (Moacanin 76). This experience was described in 
his Septem Sermones ad Mortuos (Seven Sermons to the Dead):  
 
Nothingness is the same as fullness. In infinity full is not 
better than empty. Nothingness is both empty and full…A 
thing that is infinite and eternal hath no qualities, since it hath 
all qualities. (77).  
 
In Jung's study pleroma contains nothing and everything and consisted of a pair of 
opposites in which all opposites are extinguished and joined (77) just like the 
emptiness of Chan Buddhism, the nothingness of Tao and the virtual reality of 
computer. 
 
In the series of the Pleroma (Figs. 119-133), the subject matter of the void together 
with the ideas of religious philosophy and psyche was used as the vehicle to search 
for the inner imagery of the self-nature. In Chan, the self-nature as discussed in 
Chapter One and Chapter Three is revealed in a clear and neutral mind. Similarly, in 
psychology it exists in the human unconscious 17  and revealed only when “ego 
tendencies are diminished” (43). Therefore, based on these ideas, the images in the 
Pleroma series were executed in a spontaneous, neutral and peaceful state. The 
psychic process was like, “the unconscious fertilizes the consciousness, and 
                                                 
17 Unconscious is “a neutral region of the psyche where everything that is divided and antagonistic in 
consciousness flows together into groupings and configurations” (Jung: 1971 113)  
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consciousness illuminates the unconscious” (43). 
 
In order to prevent the interference from extrinsic factors, it was necessary for me to 
build a simple creative environment. The medium of the computer possesses 
powerful and enticing functions, which in my opinion seduce and manipulate the 
creator's mind easily in the creative process. This could become the dominant factor 
in the creative process and lead to superficial results where technical prowess is more 
visible than the content. In this series I wanted to adopt the simplicity that is inherent 
in eastern aesthetics and avoid the complexity that computer software provides. For 
example, in the software application Photoshop, all of the images were hand-drawn 
on the desktop with a mouse and constructed within the virtual space of the computer 
instead of scanning images and photographs. Furthermore, the image was drawn by 
the construction of the simple line instead of a complex range of other visual 
elements, and the variations of colours were expressed by the monochromatic tonal 
changes instead of chromatic hue changes. Most people that use computer technology 
to produce art or design work tend to utilize the full range of tools that applications 
like Photoshop offer; however, I have chosen to use the simplest function and limit 
the capabilities to the minimum. This contrary way of using the software is 
influenced by the xu-shi (void-solid) concept in Chinese traditional art where 'less is 
more', and provides the opportunity to explore the profundity of the inner self.  
 
The format of the works was mainly constructed using the square, a shape of stability.  
The visual tension is not like that created by the shape of the rectangle whose force 
extends towards the outside of pictorial space. By comparison, the force of the square 
concentrates towards the centre of pictorial space, as in Malevich's Black Square, and 
implies the inner depth suitable for meditation. 
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The work of the Pleroma I (Fig. 119) was the first meditative work that emerged 
from my computer screen. It represented the beginning of my attempts at 
constructing the realm of the void. In this work, an egg-like form continued from the 
series of the Leaf's Hole lay quietly on a virtual paper and was surrounded by a 
mystical atmosphere. The scene displayed on the computer screen was the images 
reflected from the state of the meditation. For example, in the process of constructing 
the Pleroma II (Fig. 120) my consciousness often sensed that my mind was interfered 
by desire or a strong ego18 that should be eliminated during mediation. In order to 
maintain the mind in a calm and peaceful state, I attempted to direct my distracted 
mind back to the pictorial image displayed on the computer screen and continually 
concentrated every moment towards the expression of every single element. The 
process of meditating in the space of the computer made me realize that the screen of 
the computer not only mirrored the imagery of the inner world but also helped me to 
concentrate my mind. Such relationship between that of the computer and the human 
mind was also described in Sherry Turkle's book The Second Nature. She pointed out 
that the first nature of the computer is as “an analytical engine”, but its second nature 
could be considered as “a new mirror” and “the first psychological machine” (306) 
that could “excite reflection about the nature of mind” and provoke us to explore the 
meaning of self (307). 
 
The works Pleroma IV-VIII (Figs. 122-126) was about the interpretation of the 
rhythm of breathing. In meditation, the circulating changes in my breathing 
influenced me to use the mouse in a similar manner to the manipulation of the 
Chinese brush in traditional Chinese painting in order to achieve the realm of ch’i. 
                                                 
18 In Jung's idea, ego is a complex of ideas which constitutes the center of one's field of consciousness 
and appears to possess a high degree of continuity and identity (Moacanin 121). 
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The variations caused by the inner energy could be easily found from the expression 
of the lines, such as the changes of thin, thick, soft, strong, slow and fast qualities and 
the directions of movement. The lines, like the Chinese brushstroke, represented not 
only a practice of ch’i but also the transmission of vitality. Furthermore, the effects of 
ch’i can also be seen in the placement of the form of the empty circle, such as the 
paintings of Pleroma IV-VI (Figs. 122-124). 
 
Such meditative experiences were transformed by the experience of actual life in the 
work Pleroma-life (Fig. 127). This set consisted of nine pieces completed whilst 
staying with my mother who was sick in hospital. At that time my mother was sent to 
an intensive care unit because of a critical condition. That was the first time I had 
experienced the possibility of losing the person I love most. Although there was no 
fear when facing the idea of the void or loss in the world of art, there was a 
tremendous feeling of fear and panic when confronting it in real life. However, I 
attempted to calm my heavy emotion and confusion through meditation and I started 
to learn to face and accept the way of the life cycle. The state of searching for the 
meaning of being in my mind could be seen in the expression of the pictorial images; 
for example, in the contrasting compositions of the stillness and movement, the 
emphasis of the lighting effect and the transparency of the layers. For me, these 
images were like the silent messages sent from the inner depth of my mind. 
 
In this set of works the hole, that symbolized the exploration of life, reappeared and 
was revealed not only in the form, but also in the realm. From further analysis it 
might be associated with the image of the needle holes that spread across my 
mother's hands and arms during the process of the treatment. The tiny needle holes 
not only provided an entry for the conduction of nutrients and medicine, but also 
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signified the hope of keeping life continuing. Compared with the series of the Leaf's 
Hole where I was the observer of life, in this series I became a participant in life. 
 
After I finished the works Pleroma-Life, I entered a ‘dark’ creative phase in which 
the pictorial spaces of the works were filled with blackness. As shown in the set of 
Pleroma-Facing Wall (Figs. 128-130), the blackness of the ink quality was like a 
veritable black hole to drag me into a void world. The feeling of experiencing 
blackness in the computer screen was like seeing the blackness when you close the 
eyes during meditation. The blackness generated by the computer is also like Chinese 
ink. It can produce many different tones and bring life and vitality to the image. This 
practice within the void world of the blackness is like the story of Facing the Wall 
(see Appendix II) hence the title of the work, and encourages me to cultivate a mind 
without desire. 
 
Empty space in the works Pleroma-Facing Wall represent the light revealed in the 
darkness of meditation. Compared to the works of the earlier stage, the representation 
of the light in this stage had been changed from the outer energy of the sun to the 
inner energy of ch'i. This energy as shown in the empty space of the work Pleroma-
Facing Wall IV (Fig. 131) had dispersed the scenery of the blackness; a more abstract 
landscape was created and thus became the landscape of xu (void). This effected a 
change in the composition of the works, such as the horizontal composition of the 
works Pleroma-Facing Wall V and Pleroma-Facing Wall VI (Figs. 132-133). This in 
turn is reflective of the inner energy that created a broad meditative space and 




The Series of the Dakini (2003-2004, Australia) 
 
In order to continue to study the energy of the inner nature, the meditative space was 
transferred from the computer to Chinese rice paper. The experience gained from 
physically manipulating the medium of printer ink with water in the real world 
influenced the creative process within the virtual world of the computer. This equates 
with the emphasis of xu-shi (void-solid) concept in Chinese aesthetics.  
 
The title of Dakini was adopted from the name of the female god of energy of 
Tibetan Buddhism. According to Moacanin: 
 
…dakinis have divine and demonic qualities, and can 
represent the human inspirational impulse. They are female 
embodiments of knowledge and magic powers, and are 
described as 'genii of meditation and spiritual helpers,' 
capable of awakening the dormant forces hidden in the 
darkness of the unconscious (Moacanin 62). 
 
It was also “translated as women who dance in the sky or interpretable as women 
who revel in the freedom of emptiness” (Kumar 2).  
 
In the set Dakini-water and ink (Figs. 134-140), the predominantly black images 
created in the works Pleroma-Facing Wall were printed on traditional rice paper 
through the inkjet printer. The printed pages were virtually all black and these 
became the ground in which the images were formed. This differs from the technique 
of the traditional ink painting because I have used water rather than Chinese ink to 
draw on the inked paper. The application of the water by the brush had the power to 
force the consistency of the ink into different tonal variations. The winner of the 
Nobel Prize for Literature in 2000, Gao Xing-jian (b.1940) in his book Return to 
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Painting wrote, “Without water, ink has no vitality. Mixing the two, on the other 
hand, yields a million possibilities…When you mix ink and water, you are mixing 
sentiment with spirit to attain a certain state of being.” (145-146). Although the 
experience that he described was for the traditional use of ink and water techniques, 
for me, it was also what I obtained from the technique that I developed. 
 
Water in this process acted as the outer energy that transmitted my inner energy into 
paintings. The watermark was thus the result of the combination of the energy of 
water itself and the inner energy of the artist. It recorded a harmonious interaction in 
every moment. Furthermore, its natural quality changed the mechanical quality of the 
black ink into a dark blue-green colour. This changed colour was symbolic of a new 
life created as a consequence of combining the natural element of water and the 
manufactured quality of the ink. Its rich tonal variations conveyed a mystical and 
tranquil inner world.  
 
The pictorial images incorporated both conscious decision making and the element of 
chance. This partnership was vitally important because it enabled me to make 
conscious rational decisions and have some control over the process, but at the same 
time allow the natural characteristics of the medium to influence the outcome. Whilst 
reflecting on this understanding, I determined that the same principle would be 
adopted in the virtual space of the computer for the next work. 
 
The Dakin-space (Fig. 140) is a 4'30'' computer animation describing a spatial 
consciousness of energy achieved through meditation. The meditative space is similar 
to the idea of ether space in that it is invisible and untouchable but makes movement 
possible. In this movie, the multi-media function of the computer's visual and 
auditory elements was used to describe and convey the inner energy produced in the 
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meditative state of emptiness and tranquillity. 
 
The pictures shown in the animation came from the images of previous works 
produced in the Dakini and Pleroma series. Through using the effect function of the 
software application Final Cut Pro, the still images were rendered into a dynamic 
movie. In other words, the effects produced by the software could be considered as 
the representation of the energy in the medium. With reference to the fluidity of the 
energy that I experienced, there were three effects chosen to interpret the theme; 
which were Fisheye, Pond Ripple and Wave. And explanation of their function is 
described below. Section A is derived from the manufacturers of the software, 
whereas section B is my own interpretation of these functions as they relate to my 
work. 
 
A. The definition of the effects in the Final Cut Pro software 
 
Fisheye: Distorts the clip as if it were bulging outward. 
Pond Ripple: Distorts the clip as if it were mapped onto a pond ripple. 
Wave: Distorts the clip in a simple zigzag pattern, either horizontally or vertically. 
 










Spreading from the centre to 
the outside.  
Applied to the expression of 
energy as it contracts and 
expands. 
 
Spreading from the centre 
to the outside. 
Applied to the expression  
of energy as it is released. 
 
Spreading to all different  
directions. 
Applied to the expression  
of energy as it is transformed.    
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The dynamic expressions of the computer effects, such as the varied sizes and speeds 
of the bulging outward, the ripple effect and the wavelength, represent the change of 
energy embodied within my meditation. The change of the energy, based on the 
rhythms of my inhaling and exhaling, is an experience ‘from the contraction and 
dispersion to the void’. Furthermore, I employed the sound effect of the breathing 
rhythm in the background of the movie to bring this inner experience from virtual 
space to the physical space in order to evoke a resonance with audiences. The multi-
media function of the computer thus becomes the bridge of mental communication 
between the audience and the creator.  
 
The technology of the computer is given the mission of continuing the traditions of 
culture in my works. The aesthetic value that the technology brought out conveyed 
the importance of combining the modern with the traditional, and technology with 
humanity in the creation of contemporary digital art. The direction of my creative 
pursuit is different from that of other Taiwanese contemporary artists working within 
the digital medium, such as Ku Shi-yong, Yuan Guang-ming, Hong Dong-lu and 
Wang Ya-hui, who tend to use computer technology to explore the phenomenon of 
modern life and the means of concrete visual language to convey themes. For 
example, in Ku Shi-yong's Light, Lighter (Fig. 141) the image of the balloon 
expanding and bursting represents the process of the disintegration of an object and is 
used to imply the transmigration of life and death; in Yuan Guang-ming's City 
Disqualified - Ximen District in Day time (Fig. 142) the still image of a street scene 
in Taipei city is edited by the computer software and is used to explore the disorder 
of time and space; in Hong Dong-lu's Nirvana (Fig. 143) the image of the cartoon 
figure animated in the virtual world is used to describe the illusionary condition 
provided by the ingestion of drugs; and in WangYa-hui's Room (Fig. 144) the images 
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of the changes that occur within daily life is projected onto the wall and is used to 
discuss the destruction of the human cognition. 
 
In summary, creating art in the tranquil world of the void makes me experience the 
vital energy that exists in the phenomena of nature and the inner essence of self. The 
aesthetic forms created within this experience have evolved from the exploration of 
dualism to the sublimation of monism. The process of creation based on the 
philosophical idea of eastern religion speaks of a process of self-purification rather 
than self-expression.  
 
In my works, ‘void’ means not only introspection but also innovation. The idea of 
creating a totally new thing in art is influenced not only by the creative notion of 
Malevich but also by the time I spent in the USA studying art and design for my 
Bachelor and Master degrees. What I learned from the creative environment they 
fostered was the development of an unceasingly innovative spirit embodied within art 
that is executed by breaking the rules and extending the boundaries. However, the 
idea of ‘breaking the rules’ in my creative practice does not represent an 
abandonment of my eastern identity but, as the contemporary Taiwanese artists 
discussed in Chapter Three have articulated, the manifestation of a positive and 
humble attitude to re-think and re-define self-identity in art.  
 
In the creative process of the void, maintaining the mind in emptiness and tranquillity 
whilst interacting with the medium is the most important thing. Only through such a 
process could the artistic forms representing the void be created. Furthermore, the 
medium has been extended to become the subject of meditation in the series of 
Pleroma and Dakini. Through exploring the void in the mediums used, the self and 
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the medium were united to become one. This creative process has guided me to find 
the image of self-nature in the manipulation of the mediums and made me experience 
the infinity of creation within the limits defined within mediation. For me, this is the 





My love for the tainted world weakens daily 
as the stillness of meditation ease my mind.  
                    (Wang Wei translated by Barnstone)  
 
Silence is the unique musical note within my work. The works are produced when 
my mind is empty of all external phenomena that are present in the material world, 
when all distractions within my mind have been silenced. The music that is 
composed by this silence consists of every moment of my conscious mind gained 
through meditation as well as my intuitive mind. The manifestation of this music is 
interpreted into the visual works that I have produced and which are documented in 
this thesis.  They are the results of the creative energy that emerges through the 
purification of the mind that silence facilitates. 
 
This thesis has documented my research into the void and has been structured into 
four distinct chapters. In the first chapter, I used the example of Chinese ancient ink 
painting including literati painting and Chan painting to illustrate the idea of the void 
in the development of Chinese aesthetics. The idea of vital energy that the Taoist void 
conveyed was manifest in paintings by ancient Chinese painters' utilization of the 
simplified stroke of Liang Kai and Shi Tao, the monochromatic ink of Wang Wei and 
Yü Chien and the empty space of Hsia Huei and Ma Yuan. This had a positive effect 
in the guidance of Chan philosophy which produced a simple, intuitive artform that 
emerged as a consequence of art processes linked to the purification of mind. Such 
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visual representations were examined in the works of Shih Ke and Chu Ta.  
 
The creativity that the void inspired revealed different modes of artistic expression in 
different cultural contexts. In the second chapter, the study of western modern art 
movements, including Cubism, Futurism, Non-Objective art and Suprematism, were 
used to examine the implication of the void in western art. Through abstraction, the 
idea of the void was regarded as the motivation for the construction of new artforms. 
The visual language of abstract geometry that the Suprematist's void concept brought 
in the 1920, emphasized the significance of intuition in the creation of artworks and 
also the autonomy of the work of art, which was adopted and reinterpreted by the 
artists of the 1950 and the 1960, such as Ad Reinhardt, Yves Klein, Robert 
Rauschenberg, Piero Manzoni and Agnes Marin. 
 
Such emphasis on abstract concepts is still regarded as important in some 
contemporary art practices. In the third chapter I documented how the visual 
embodiment of the void that combined characteristics of the East and the West was 
developed in Taiwanese contemporary art. Through an investigation of critical 
reviews and personal interviews with three renowned Taiwanese contemporary 
painters, Hsiao Chin, Liu Kuo-sung and Lo Jui-lin, it was established that by 
focusing on the aesthetics of the void, their works had forged links between the two 
different cultures, and had constructed a comprehensive visual language.  
 
Finally in the fourth chapter, I described how the concept of the void in my art 
practice was influenced by Chan ideology and also by the Taiwanese contemporary 
artists discussed in Chapter Three. The discussion was extended to the explorations 
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of the self and the technological aesthetic that developed within my art practice. The 
visual images produced by combining traditional values and modern technology 
represented an internal icon of the self and conveyed the comprehensive power of the 
void.  
 
This thesis also provides a written explanation of my visual art works exhibited in the 
Faculty of Creative Arts Gallery in February 2004 and documented here. It is a 
practical and theoretical investigation into the artistic depiction of the void and the 
abstract visual images presented in my works are the result of meditating in the void.  
 
In my creative process the involvement of the void contains three main concepts: the 
idea of the energy of the universe in Taoism that directed me to understand the way 
of Nature; the neutral characteristic of Non-objective Art that enabled my visual 
vocabulary to travel freely in the realms of eastern and western artistic conventions; 
and the meditative experience of Chan that enlightened me regarding the meaning of 
being in real life. All of these are the significant factors leading towards the 
exploration of my inner self.  
 
The simple and abstract monochromatic imagery shown in my works aims to convey 
neither a narrative plot nor an intended implication, but a state of meditation. It, like 
the imagery produced in Chan ink painting, reflects the intuition, consciousness and 
spontaneity of the inner self. However, unlike Chan ink painting, the forms in my 
works are more abstract and direct. They originate from the personal nature of myself 
as the creator, not from natural objects. Such inner imagery had been examined and 
explained by psychological analysis. For instance, Arnheim's psychological approach 
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to aesthetic form and composition, Jung's psychological elucidation to the Self (the 
inner source of personality) and D. T. Suzuki's psychological interpretation to Zen 
(Arnheim: 1988, Moacanin: 1986, Suzuki: 1970). Although this research can provide 
a sound basis for inferring the implication of the void from imagery, the ultimate goal 
behind this inner form is the intention to enlighten the audience's mind immediately. 
 
The concept of the void was a motivating force that extended the limits of human 
cognition and built new aesthetic values as discussed in Chapter Two, in my case it 
drove me to develop a new way of using computer technology. As a digital artist, I 
aim to search for a balance between technology and humanity. I have adopted the 
positive force of the void as the vehicle to infuse traditional cultural values into 
modern technology. The virtual space of the computer has become the ‘empty space’ 
of eastern aesthetic concepts and is filled with the energy that provides numerous 
opportunities for the creation of my art. The visual imagery produced within this 
space represents the harmonious cooperation between humankind and the machine. 
 
Meditating in the void also guides me to re-think and re-define the significance of 
maintaining cultural traditions in contemporary art. The creative environment that I 
have been working in is located in both Taiwan and Australia. The interactive impact 
of two different cultures has become the essential key that has enabled my eastern 
character to reveal itself in the work.  
 
Finally, the significance of this study has been to provide a detailed investigation of 
specific aspects of eastern and western art, combined with religious philosophy and 
psychology, to demonstrate the aesthetic value of the void. The understanding of the 
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void has provided artists with infinite creative space in which to work and has 
enabled them perceive the world with a neutral and open mind. 
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APPENDIX I  
Ten Oxherding pictures 
 
 
The story of Ten Oxherding pictures (Fig. 145) is an early teaching in the Chan (Zen) 
tradition and is used to describe the awareness experience of Chan’s emptiness. The 
theme of Ten Oxherding pictures is about the process of purifying the desire of one's 
mind to find the original mind (Barnet, Burto 82). In these ten illustrations, the 
symbols of the oxherding boy and the ox individually represented our original mind 
and our desired mind. From the first picture to the fifth picture, the major theme 
focuses on the process of taming the desired mind (ox). There are three taming tools, 
the flower, the stick and the rope, gradually appearing in these pictures. But only the 
rope achieves the result of connecting two minds together shown in the fourth picture. 
The rope becomes the communication bridge of the two minds. Moreover, from the 
stages of the taming process the colour of the ox's body gradually changes from black 
to white which implies that the ox obtained the Buddha wisdom and started to follow 
the oxherding boy.  
 
From the sixth picture to the eighth picture, a state of harmony reveals the interaction 
of two minds. Moreover, the circumstance of the harmonious state is gradually 
changed from the scene of the earth to the scene of heaven in which both the internal 
and external minds are calm, quiet and peaceful. In the ninth picture, the 
disappearance of the ox implies that the outside mind has sublimated into one mind. 
Then, what is the meaning of the one empty circle in the tenth picture? It could be 
suggested as the state of completeness, the realm of the original mind which is 
emptiness as well as fullness, mindlessness as well as mindfulness. As the Sixth Chan 
Patriarch, Hui Neng (638-713 AD) asserted, the original mind was quiet and without 
contamination (Huie 114).  
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1. Undisciplined      2. Discipline Begun                 3. In Harness 
10. Both Vanished  
Ten Oxherding pictures. From the Manual of Zen Buddhism, D.T. Suzuki by Shubun (15th Century). 
4. Faced Round         5. Tamed   6. Unimpeded 
7. Laissez  Faire                            8. All Forgotten                        9. The Solitary Moon 
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APPENDIX II 
Facing the Wall 
 
‘Facing the Wall’ is a meditation form of studying oneself in Chan (Zen). It is derived 
from the essence of Bodhidharma’s teaching; that is, to put the mind in a completely 
stable realm by abandoning relativities -- dichotomies like the self and the other -- 
and to plunge directly into the mind of the Buddha. This form of mediation is also 
called biguan 壁關 that means to make our minds and natures reach the realm which 
is like the brightness and purity of jasper (Wu 356). 
 
During the time that Bodhidharma (AD 450) taught Chan doctrine in the temple 
Xiaolin-si on Mount Xiaoshishan, he felt disappointment when he saw the conflicts 
in the ideas and methods of practicing Chan between the religious sects. Consq he 
decided to leave the temple to find a quiet place for continuing self-cultivation. The 
place he found is located in the mountain cave called huolongdong (fire dragon cave) 
where he sat in meditation facing a rock wall with eyes closed, legs crossed and mind 
concentrated for nine years (Shi 42-43). 
 
By this form of mediation, Bodhidharma intended to eliminate the influence of 
outside desires and attain the realm of one. This is the realm of one’s original mind, 
forgetting the self and containing a myriad of things (Wu 356). Therefore, facing the 
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